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Phillips Hall open for business
by Krys Fluker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Htlavy rains Thursday night caused a
section of floor in Howard Phillips Hall to
sink and crack, according to Dick Lavender,
director of facilities planning with the univer·
sit~'s physical plant.
The affected area is the southwest corner of
the first floor. Lavender described the floor as
workers found it Friday morning: "It looks
like something underneath punched up. It
pushed up one of the drywall partitions. up
past the ceiling, into the ceiling... There was
tremendous water pressure underneath the

slab.'' There were over six inches of water on
the floor Friday morning.
· Classes held in the building were cancelled ...
all day Friday and Monday morning. According to Lavender, the only part of the
building that will remain closed is the corner
that has been damaged. Classes on the first
floor will be rescheduled in the library until '
the repairs· have been finished.
University engineers studied the problem
over the weekend, and Lavender said that
repair work will begin as soon as possible. He
described the project as being two-fold. First,
the drainage system will be repaired to prevent any more damage to the building. Then
the structure itself will be repaired.

S~~,-;;-~,......~---· Faculty and
students on
their way to
class Friday
morning found
this sign at the
entrance to
Howard Phillips
Hall. Classes
were temporarily cancelled .

Adorn Chrzan/The Central Florido Future

Freshfllen may
oust present .
dorm students

•

by Krys Fluker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

is decreasing with the end of the
baby boom.
Dr. Robert .Belle, director of the
Minority Student Services office
at UCF, said another difficulty in
sustaining black enrollment is the
competition from private institu. t.ions and out-of-state-universities
that have more . resources and
money to recruit black students.
"Students know we!re not 'the

Ten to 15 percent of students residing on
campus might have to find someplace else to
live when they return in the fall, according to
university housing director Chris McCray.
A proposal is being drafted by the office of
Student Affairs to increase the number of
freshmen in the dorms from the current level
of 40 percent to 50 or 65 percent. "We were
getting calls from students and parents (of in·
coming freshmen)", said McCray, "complaining that they couldn't get dorm space." He
said university officials felt the lack of dorm
space was.discouraging freshmen from enrolling at UCF.
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president of
academic affairs, agre~d that freshmen would
receive more priority in the fall. H~ also
stressed that no process for deciding which
current residents will be allowed to remain in
the dorms has been 'decided· upon. ''The
. students will have a lot of say," in the final
decision, Tubbs said, adding that the Inter hall Council will be holding a series of
forums to get input from dorm students.
McCray estimated that 60 to 65 percent of
the students currently residing in the dorms
will request spac~ in the fall term. "Some of
these people will have to leave," he said. "The
ho~sing office is caught in the middle.''
McCray and Tubbs agreed that current stu~
dent housing is inadequate. "We need· to
house additional freshmen," said McCray.
""We. turn away quite a number. We don't
know how many people base their' decisions
(on whether or not to attend UCF) on that."
McCray said original plans called for up to 90
percent freshmen in the dorms.
There are no plans that :would immediately
ease the housing problem. The next on-

SEE MINORITIES, PAGE 5

SEE HOUSING, PAGE .4

Minority enrollment needs .boost
State may lose federal funds if numbers don't pick up

..
"

..

by Joanna Reed
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Since 1980, Florida's State
University System has experienced a slow but steady decrease in
total black enrollment, according
to a report released by the Board of
·
Regents.
The BOR's Annual Report of
Progress for 1984-1985 indicates a
drop of roughly one percent in the
number of blacks registered at
state universities.
SfE MINORITIES, P7

The drop in· minority enrollment
is a small figure, but it is recorded
and studied by state and federal
authorities. Florida must submit

•

an annual report to the U.S.
Department of Education to show
that it is contin_u ing to desegregate
its higher education system in ac·
cordance with the 1964 Civil
Rights Act.
Janet Balanoff, assistant director of the Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action Office, con·
firmed that the ultimate penalty
for failure to comply ·would be the
loss of federal funding for Florida's
higher education system.
"The Department of Education
would work very hard with the
.state to avoid that, though," said
Balanoff.
According to Dr. Thyria Green,
director of Mino.r ity Student Services at Florida State University,
one of the reasons black enrollment
has not increased is because the
number of college-bound students

"Students know we're
not .the only ball game
in town."
•Dr. Robert Belle

~
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The men of Pl KAPPA ALPHA would like· to
commend Coach. McDowell on his scin-

',

•

tillating, season opening victory, special
recognition to Brother Eddie O'Brien on his
game Winning, record-breaking field goal
of ·55 yOrds. We would also like to con·
gratulate our other PIKE gridiron players:

..

Dave Underwood, Jay Politi; Todd Taylor,,
Teri Miller and ·D ave Clark.

•

•

PIKE AWESOME
.

CAREER RESOUJlCE CENTER
Cooperative Education
Career Counseling
·
Off-Campus Part-time & Summer
Empl()yment

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Jackson\'.ille Electric

•

WEEKLY INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE

\X'EEK OF SEPT. 16 · SEPT. 10
MONDAY

•

Senior Placement
Alumni Placement

Adm. 124 - for further information
call 275-2361 .

.

Spillane, Altman,
McCauly, leach

Koivu, Ruta, Felsing

THURSDAY

Arthur Anderson
&Co.

FRIDAY

Ernst & Whinney
Arthur Anderson
&Co.

•

..
•

\X'EEK OF SEPT. 23 - SEPT. 2'
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

Touche Ross

Touche Ross

J.C. Penny
Heritage Ford

\X'EEK OF SEPT. 30 · OCT.
MONDAY

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY

•

Geller Ragans
. James Oppenheimer
Naval Air Test
Center

Geller Ragans
James Oppenheimer
Cubic Corporation

•
•
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

•
Tennessee Eastman
Hughes-Space &
Communications
U.S. Army-Redstone
Hughes-Ground Systems

Texas Instruments
Colley, Trombower & Howell
Florida Power Corporation

.

'

Texas Instruments
Wallace Computer

Intergraph Corp
Naval Air Rework
Facility
Arthur Young

•

-

Airseniors must l :omplete a placemc.:nt registration packet prior to utilizing se1Yices offered hy the Placement Office.
Registration packets arc a\~lilable in the Career Resource Cenrer. 'I11e Cooperari\'C.> Fducation Orientation Sessions take
place e\·e~· 11rnrsday at -1 p.m. in Admin. 1-1-.

•

Chancellor agrees with tuition increase
by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

•

•
•

•

Recently installed state
university Chancellor Charlie
Reed vowed Friday to improve undergraduate education in Florida and commended UCF on its relations with
private industry.
Speaking to faculty
members in the student
center auditorium, Reed said
the university system would

·soon place emphasis on its
undergraduate programs and
steer away from costly support of experimental graduate
programs in an effort to produce well.qualified professionals. "We're doing a good ·
job," said Reed, "but w~ can
do better."
But Reed stressed that
public funding alone cannot
provide a great education
system and told university officials to intensify fundraising efforts. He also said

he agreed with Gov.
Graham's pJan to increase tuition by 39 percent over the
next three years. The first
step of that plan was implemented this semester.

tion as opposed to a _good
one." He f}l$O said he felt
students should share more of
the cost of ·higher education.

Reed also said he is committed to promoting shared
Reed pointed out that the research efforts between state
cost of higher education in unive-rsities and private
Florida is relatively low com- businesses and indicated that
pared to university systems . UCF is doing a good job at
in other states and. said if just that. ''The Central
Florida students pay higher Florida Research Park,'' said
tuition, "they have a right to Reed, "is the envy of every
demand an excellent educa- other state university."

Chancellor Reed

•
•
•
by Veronica Edwards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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•
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Wrestling, tennis
teams profit from
sale of souvenirs
by Debbie Dent
C~NTRAL

•
•
•

•
•

•

FLORIDA FUTURE

Two financially ailing' athletic teams ~t
UCF are selling souvenirs to help keep their
programs afloat, according to Pat Cucci, tennis and wrestling coac.h.
Cucci and his teams. are circulating
throughout Orlando Stadium during home
football games selling UCF shirts, ·hats, pennants, buttons, cups and pompons. Cucci said
the souvenirs will soon be for sale in the student center courtyard prior to each game.
With the help of the TV show Hill Street
Blues, Cucci is using the phrase, "Let's Do It
To Them Before They Do It To Us" on the
shirts. All of the items being sold, with the
exception of the hats, were donated by Steve
Slack, father of UCF quarterback Darin
Slack, of Marquis Advertising. Slack donated
several thousand dollars worth of souvenirs
whi~h grossed over $600 for the wrestling
team at the first football game.
Charles Gesino, executive director of
Knight Boosters, and Gucci would like to see
more UCF products on the market. With the
exception of football games and the UniversiSEE SOUVENIRS, PAGE 4

Minority students at UCF are
not displeased with.their education
here but many say the university
lacks a "minority presence."
The issues minority students are
raising are not necessarily those of
blatant prejudices or adverse
treatment. The students are asking, and in some cases demanding,
that they be recognized like other
students.
Why are only white speakers invited to UCF to 1?peak to the student body? Are there no black,
hispanic, or other minorities competent or renowned enough to articulate from UCF's podium?
These are some of the questions
minority students are asking.
To help find the answers, many
minorities have organizied into ,
groups such as the Black Student
Union (BSU) and the HispanicAmerican Student Association .
"Students form these organizations because they lack something
and they.unite to gain it," said Dr.
Robert Belle, director of Minority
Student Services at UCF.
· "The bsu was organized to place
emphasis on minorities and· to
bridge the gap between different
kinds of people,'' said Arthur
Lewis III, former BSU president
at UCF and member of the Florida
Black Student Association.
Antoine Ferguson, formerly a
member of the BSU senate said,
''the BSU is .to bring unity between the black students at UCF.
We want blacks together so that
we can last on a predominantly

Jett Glick/The Central Florida Future

white campu·s .'' Ferguson feels
that there is a need for more activities implemented to attract and
hold the attention of minority
students. He said his fraternity,
Alpha Phi Alpha, is trying to make
UCF more attractive to minority
students. Recently, the fraternity
made available study halls for ·
minority students. The study halls
are intended to improve students'
academics, but they also provide
an opportunity for the students to
become acquainted with one
another, according to Ferguson.
Jose R. Aleman, student affairs
coordinator for the Office of
Minority Student Services said the
"Hispanic-American Student
Association was established to
provide social and cultural support, and to be a.source of unity for
the hispanic students.''
Naomi Boozer, presid~nt of

UCF's Gospel Choir, said that in
order for minority students to be
recognized, ''we have to go to the
president of the university. President Colburn is fair in trying to
help minority students adjust, but
more funds, more functions, more
support is needed to keep and to
recruit minority students into the
university." Boozer said that the
"student population at UCF is increasing, but not with minority
students."
Liberal studies major Gloria
Canzoneria said, "there is a need
for more minority students. and
more minorities in· the administrative end." Belle and
Aleman tend to agree with Canzoneria. Belle said that black
students notice a lack of black
presence on ca~pus. Aleman
agreed and added that hispanic
' SEE BSU, PAGE 6
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LAKE CLAIRE SAFE

The results of recent water
quality tests indicate Lake
Claire is safe for swimming.
said Student Health Director John Langdon. He
noted, however, that the
passing grade does not mean
tht> lake is free from possibly
fatal amoebae. Langdon said
tH>Sl' plugs are advised to
swimmers in Lake Claire.
GOREE TO RETIRE
Vice President of Business

•

Affairs Philip Goree will
rd.in.• on Dec. 31. Goree was

the first staff member ever
hired at UCF. While at UCF.
Goree has served as
business manager for 19
years.
C; oree said he will pursue a
career in real estate upon his
departure from UCF.
LOST AND FOUND

On June 22 a large amount
of money was found in the
dorm area. Anyone who
beliPves the recovered
monpv may be their own,
notify the box holder of P.O.
Box 28055, Orlando. FL,

:~2867.

Please tell exactly
where, when, how much
money and what denomina·
Lions of bills comprised your
lost cash.
"SAY WHAT"

State Rep. Barbara Pringle introduced a bill in the
Ohio legislature requiring
state college and university
professors to speak comprehensible English to their
students. Pringle wrote the
hill after her daughter complained
foreign-born
t Pac hers were hard to
·understand.

EMERGENCY NUMBER

Recently there have been
several situations which
seem to indicate a need for
clarification of the Police
Department's business and
, emergency phone num.b.ers.
Anyone on campus requiring emergency assistance,
including an ambulance or
the fire department, should
call the UCF Police at
275-2421. Calling an offcampus agency can cut
do.wn on response time.

The police department's
business phone number is
275-2422

I terns to be considered for
News Clips should be submitted at least one week
prior publication. Any requests for public service announcements should be sent
to the Calendar section of
Confetti
compiled by Chris Hatfield
and Tim Ball
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HOUSING
FROM PAGE l
campus housing project,
slated for 1988, will be the
completion of the quadrangle
that already contains Orange,
Seminole and Brevard Halls.
The new facility wiJl have
spaces for 164 students.
Waiting lists are already in
existence for all on-campus

SOUVENIRS
FROM PAGE 3
ty Bookstore, UCF products
are hard to find. Gesino and
Cucci feel that selling
souvenirs at games helps promote the UCF spirit along
with funding two financially
strapped athletic programs.
"Why aren't there more
UCF products on the
mar-ket?" President Trevor
Colburn said he has asked

housing. According to McCray, some people have been
waiting for dorm space for
two semesters or more.
However, incoming freshmen
will be given first priority.
The remaining rooms will be
distributed on an as yet
undecided basis among the
current dorm residents. And
what happens to the people
who have just reached the top
of the waiting list? "They get
bumped." said McCray.

8 'things a man does ·
on a first date that make
me want a second.
1. He loses arguments gracefully. .

a. He opens doors for me and follows

that question as long as he
has been at UCF.
To find an answer, Colbourn ha_s appointed Phil
Goree, vice president of
business affairs, tb the task of
identifying the problem aud
contacting potential sources
to market UCF products.
Goree said the situation is
not new to UCF. "We've had
the same problem for the past
15 years,'· he said. ''The problem is that whenever merchants place our products on
the shelves, they don· t sell."

other rules of chivalry without flinching.
3. He can handle his liquor.
4. ·He doesrrt care if all I want is
a salad and a white wine spritzer._
S. He shaves.
6. ·He discusses anything but point
spreads over dinner.
7. He has enough confidence to
compliment me, and doesrrt expect me to
immediately return the favor.
8. When he asks me up for an afterdinner drink, he serves up Cafe Irish..Creme.

,

.

•

..
•
•

1

Why Pe careful with fire
1n the forest?

··

Pick ci reason.

..
•

..
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with General Foods® International Coffees.
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ALL ADVERTISED .BEDDING IS
NOW IN STOCK AND READY
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVARY.
FREE ITEMS AND SALE PRICES
ARE FOR ONE WEEK ONLY:
AUG. 2B - SEPT. 4 all sales final.

E

TWIN SIZE SETS

PERSONAL
IBM PC seeks roommate
who needs help in
organizing time effectively,
analyzing projects
logically, writing
efficiently, managing
finances accurately, and
having fun. You don't have \.
to be rich to share quarters
with me!

COMPUTER STORE
University of Central Florida
PC Software and Supplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center II, RM 101
281·5603
Store Hours: Monday . Friday
9:00 am· Noon and 1:00 pm· 3:00 pm

FIRM.
FIRMER
EXTRA FIRM
PILLOW QUILT

only 539.95
only 559.95
only 569.95
sup_· only 579.95

F
R
E
E

I

..

FULL SIZE SETS
EA Pc.
EA. PC.
EA Pc.

EA. PC .

QUEEN SIZE SETS

•

FIRM
only 552. 95
FIRMER
only 572. 95
EXTRA FIR~
only $82.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _ _ only $102.95

1:A. Pc.
EA. Pc.
EA PC.
EA Pc

KING SIZE SETS

FIRM
only 5139.95
FIRMER
only 5179. 95
EXTRA FIRM
only $189.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _only $259.95

PER sf1
PER sE1
PER sET

sET

PER

FIRM
only Sl 79.95
FIRMER
only $239.95
EXTRA FIRM
only $289.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _ _ only $369.95

•
PER

sn

PER

sET

PER sET

S. ORLANDO

CASSELBERRY

E. ORLANDO

1150 E. VINE ST.

2254 CURRY FORD RD.

WINWARD VILLAGE PLAZA

TOWFR PLACE PLA7 A

933·2988
HOURS:
MON-FRI: l 0-6
9-6
SAT:
SUNDAY: 12-5

ACROSS FROM

IAJLLA~

GEN. ST

894·1839

2167 SEMORAN BLVD

657·2558

BEDDING DEPOT

•

PER sET

KISSIMMEE
Mill CREEK PLAZA

•

•

2 Mt E o> E.W EXPY

281·8779

•

ORLANDO'S NUMBER 1
DISCOUNT BEDDING
BEDDING
CHAIN

-ij;..-- ·
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Give to the American Cancer Society.
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"We definitely need to
recruit more black faculty,"
said Andrews. ''There is also
little consideration for black
students in programming."

•

•

Other students echoed Andrews' comments. Arthur
.Lewis, former president of
UCF's Black Student Union,
said that there are less than
six black faculty m.embers at
UCF even though blacks
make up four percent of
UCF's student population."
· Lewis also said that efforts
to bring entertainment to
UCF that appeals to both
black and white students
were usually killed by the
commitees who arranged
entertainment.
''This makes students feel
that UCF doesn't want to
change, doesn't want to in-

•

•
•

•

..

only ball game in town,'' said
Belle.
_
Green and Belle both said
an inadequate availability of
financial aid and the attraction of military service are
also keeping blacks out of college.
But black students on some
larger campuses feel the problem is not recruiting black
students. In fact, Michael Andrews, president of FSU's
Black Studen_t Union, thinks
that recruiting is one of the
school's strongest points. The
real problem, according to
Andrews, is retaining black
students because there is so
little for them to identify with
on campus.

elude black students," said
Lewis.
One of the problems UCF
has not experienced is open
racial hostility. Andrews said
that racism is a real problem
at FSU, however. "I was
walking down the street when
someone threw a bottle out of
a car window and yelled "nigger" at me," he said. Other
students claim to have experienced prejudicial grading
by instructors and there are
stories of threats and vandalism on the part of both
blacks and whites according
to Andrews.
"There's going to be a real
problem if racial tension is
allowed to escalate,' ~ Andrew
said. ''The school (FSU) needs
a code of ethics to deal with
this properly."
Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University is exempt from most of these probl ems
because
it's
predominantly a black university. "Our problems are those
of any student body," said
David Jefferson, director of
the lobby annex for F AMU's
student government.
One of the results of
Florida 's efforts to meet
federal desegregation requirements has been that
most minority programs are
geared
toward
black
students. Green stressed that
9$n73ority Service offices
serve any minority student
with a problem no matter
what the student's racial
origins are.
"That's why we're Minority
Services, not Black Services,''
she said.
../
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Bring in this coupon and receive $1.00 off
the regular price of any pizza and receive
the identical pizza

I
I
I
I
I
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FREE!

I

I
I
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ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
(Dover Center)
·

ORLANDO
6821 W. Colonial Dr .
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

ORLANDO
6096 E . Colonial Dr .
(Home Depot Center)

896-0272

291-0931

282-0210

ORLANDO
2.401 W. Oakridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza)

855-1973 '
0

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17 92
( 17 92 & 434)

831;3670

I
I
I
I
I

EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd.
(Pinar Plaza)

CASSELBERRY
1030 :: . Semor-an Blvd . .
(Goodings Plaza)

I

I
I
I
I
I

275-3806

339-5020

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917 W. '36
(K mar1 1 Wekiva Square)

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave .
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center)

862-5099

859-092l

I

I

When you male a pizza tlis goocl one iusf isn't enou;L"

I
I

HOURS
Sunday through Thursday, 11 a.m.-12 Mid and Friday & Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

I
I

I
Expires 7-31-86
Excludes slices

I
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lecturers, and more scholarships. English as a second
FROM PAGE 3
language courses are also in
- - - - - - - - - - - demand with some minorities.
Many students have not
Cynette Wright, maJOrmg mastered the level of
in social work, said, "UCF language which they need· in
has the atmosphere of a white order to survive at UCF.
college. The institution offers Aleman said that courses
teaching English as a second
little for blacks."
Though many minority language would attract many
s tu den. ts
have
their hispanic students. He. also
grievances, Belle and Aleman said such classes would preagreed that the minority vent many minority students
population is satisfied with from suffering academically
UCF. Belle has had only a irr the classroom.

ELEK-TEK ...

BSU

"UCF has the atmosphere
of a white college. The in-·
stitution offers little for
blacks."
·Cynette Wright,
UCF ·student

SAVES YOU MORE
ON CALCULATORS

-

EL5510
EL 5500T
EL 5520
PC 1250A
PC 1260
PC 1261
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.
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. 85

70
75
135

PC
PC
CE
CE
CE
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2001 flavors ayailable ...
"-• /0 and still more to be concocted!
We· feature deliciously crisp
\ • /
\ I
handmade cones
V
Central Florida's Complete
' Ice Cream Store!

Create your own flavor
Have an Ice Dream
657-8700
Tonight
The only 99 Percent
Fat-Free yogurt in
Florida

1350A
1500A .
125
126P
150

INSTRUMENTS

1.35
150
119
55
150

l/I

(h~ ~!~t<L!~~ CALCULATORS
HP-11C Scientific ........ 58
HP-12C Financial . ...... . 90
HP-15C Scientific .... .... 90
HP-16C Programmer ... . 90

-

FREE!
New
Advantage software module from
P with the purchase of
anyHP-41 atElektek.
Otter ends 11 /15/85.

Malfunctioning Texas lstruments
calculators will be exchanged for a
reconditioned unit (prices vary accor·
ding to model)

•

HP-41C ............ . . 105•

~~~t~~~~f"'~' •. •. ~~i ':~\ \.\ \.·

Printer(8214_3A) ...... 283
HP-IL Module .......... 95
Dig. Cassette Drive . .. 400
HP-IL Printer ..... .. .. 335
Think Jet Printer ...... 375
9114A Disk Drive . . . .. 600

1 1

1

1 1 1

\\ \ \
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·

F60'fJ HEWLETT

a.'.f.:a PACKARD
*While limited supplies last.
CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT ILLINOIS, ALASKA
Accessories discoun ted 100. MasterCard or VISA by phone
or mail. Mall Cash1efs check. Money Ord.. Pars. Check(2 wks
to clrl Sorry noC.O.D.'s. Add S4!.l0 tsl Item SI ea ad<fl shpg
& hand!. Shpls to IL address add
tax. Price• subj to
change. Umversily/College P.O.'s Welcome. WRITE (no
callst IOI Ire~ catalog. 30·day return policy for defective
merchandise only. ALL ELEK· TEK MERCHANDISE IS
BRAND NEW. 1ST QUALITY AND COMPLETE.
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couple of students request to
To attract more minorities
transfer
because . of to UCF, The Office of Minoridissatisfaction with the ty Student Services provides
univeristy. "The courses are various opportunities that inchallenging to the (minority) , elude eommunity college
students just as they are to workshops, education opporother students."
tunity programs and scholarMinority students feel that ships. But Boozer says the
they are not asking for too job of recruiting minority
much. Minorities are looking students is too big for one offor more cultural activities, , fice.
more minority speakers and

TEXAS

EARP

. T.I. Representatives will be
in Book Store on:
Monday, September 23rd
10 a·.m. • 3 p.m.
5 p.m. · 7 p.m.

_ Exchc;mng·e service available
~ on a continuing basis at:
260 l Maitland Center Parkway
Maitland, Florida 32751
Call for details: 660-4660

ADOPTION

------~gency-----
The Florida agency that lets the Mother-in-need
select new p°:rents for her baby ·

629-6667
CHILDREN'S SERVICES 200 N. Denning, Winter Park

~NEED A JOB?

4084 N. Goldenrod - next to
U
. niversity C. inema 8

JV\ARK 1WAI N
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

The·Office of Minority Student
Seryices no.w has openings for
tutors in the following subject areas:
• Finance
• Accounting
• Physics
• College Algebra
.•Calculus
• Compositior.1 1,11
•Biology
• Statistics
• Economics
•And Others

$5.00/HOUR
· Help your fellow students
and make r:noney too!
'#

<!

You may not be a Mark
Twain but with a Pilot Razor
Point there's no telling what you
could do. The Razor
•
Point's durable plastic
"
point conveys every
word in a smooth, thin
unbroken flow. Express
·

You'll want Pilot's "Oetter !3allpoint
Pen" as well. Its tungsten carbide
ball, held securely within a durable
stainless steel tip, insures
a non-skip ink delivery
and smooth write-out .
Carbons? They' re a breeze
. because of its uniquely
ribbed grip. and there's no
r
writer's cramp.

~~~~ . · ~

f

[PILOT]

:·

RAZoRPOINT
matcerpen

i

-

't
PILOT

Only7~
[PILOT]

THE BETTER

. BALLPOINT

~INTERESTED?
Just stop by the
Administration Building
Room 225
or call 275-2716
for more informotion.
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Very few people can deny
the desire to own their own
computer. Those who own
them often don't know how
they ever lived without them.
But taking the plunge and
finally buying a personal computer is a big step that people
hesitate taking.
There are literally hundreds
of brand name computer
packages on the market. As a
result, making a choice can be
difficult. Many people tend to
take
any
computer
salesman's word for granted.
They make the false assumption that computer salesman
know more about computers
than the average consumer.
Indeed, the salesman may
know all the jargon of the
trade, but seldom does he
know anything more than
what is necessary to sell you
his computer.
With that in mind, here are
a few hints on what- you
should be looking for in a personal computer.
Know what you are looking
for: That's a pretty standard
rule to follow when shopping
for anything. But computers
have their own distinctive
. qualties of which one should
be aware.
First, what do you want
your computer to do? Games,
accounting, graphics, word
processing? Obviously if
you 're just buying a computer for games you are better off purchasing a $200
Commodore that is designed
primarily for games and
simpler word processing
rather than a $3200 IBM PC
that is designed for spreadsheet accounting.
Second, find out how much
memory you're going to need.
Often, people buy a more expensive model because they
are impressed by·the memory
numbers. A salesman may
tell you that a computer has
512K of memory without telling you that you must pay an
ex:tra thousand dollars or so
to have the machine upgraded
to do· so. As a general rule,
most people don't need more
than 64K of memory to han·
dle everyday needs.
' ,Another important factor
to consider is the amount of
software available · and compatability. Many computer
brands can only use their own
software, thereby limiting
your options immensely.
Most brands have some software that can only be used by
their computers, .but they produce more software w}lich
makes it compatible. It is
b-est to .consult trade
magazines and periodicals
like Consumer Reports to find
·out about indivdual machines
and their capabilities.
Shop Around: With the outbreak of chains of stores in
computer sales, the consumer
has plenty of choices. Invariably, however, after you
have purchased your computer, the model will be
discontinued. But the nature
of the industry demands that
companies keep up with the
latest innovations. Keep the
faith. Your brand is likely to
be compatible.

sure you save any information you have when you buy
the syi;;tem .

Buying home
computers.need
not ,be an ordeal
$3200

Buying
computers

Brand names: No doubt
everyone is at least somewhat
familiar with the bigger name
brands. When people think of
computers, they usually think
of IBM, Apple and others.
Unfortunately, some of the
best computers have little or
no exposure and it is likely
that one will not find these
small-time, big-performing
computers in your local com. puter store.
Just because it's not a big
don't discount it's
name,
4C)Ok
abilities.
Commodore: Maybe the
Commodore line isn't smalltime anymore, but -it has yet
to reach the level of respect
given to the big guys. For our
purposes, we'll call IBM and
Apple the "big guys."
The Commodore 64 model
is probably one of the best
computers on the market for
its price-$300 with the
printer and peripherals.. I ts
graphics capabilities are good
quality and it has more software than one person could
ever use.
Atari: Atari is suddenly
more than just cheap video
games. As a matter of fact, .
their move from video games
to useful tools has not been so
sudden. Atari has been into
the word processing area for
more than. three years now
and its capabi_lities, like the
whole industry, are getting
better.
Atari also has an appealing
price tag. The Atari 800 has
the same capabilities as the
Commodore 64 as well as the
same price tag. I ts only disadvantage is that service is
harder to come by.
AT and T: They're right.
AT and T is more than just a
Ok telecommunications network.
Their computers are said to
rival IBM for capabilities and
perform functions faster. AT
and T systems are very ap. pealing in that they set up the
phone system-a point which
will become more and more
important as computer
te~hnology advances into the
next ceptury. ·
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be wary u1 JJ.11'-~b and sales,
like you would with any product. Last year when Tandy
Corp. discontinued the Model
4 they also put it on sale for
$650 (instead of the regular
$1,500). Lucky buyers got
away with a decent computer
for home word processing use.
When you are shopping
around, it's always a good
idea to look at software
packages and peripherals.
Software packages can
usually be purchased at a cut
rate if you buy them with the
computer. Often they are
even free. Some handy
packages to look for are word
processing, accounting/bookkeeping, and of course,
games.
Peripherals are things

which you will eventually buy
anyway. They are things like
printers, joysticks and
mode]Jls. Again, if you buy
the whole thing as a package,
it is usually cheaper.
Don't be too quick to buy
package peripherals and software.' Often you can find exactly what you need for hun- ·
dreds of dollars less than if
you bought the package. The
biggest plus, however, to buying it all in the same package,
is that when you buy it all
together, you can almost
guarantee they are compatible. If they aren't, take them
back.
Another advantage to buying packages is service. If
something breaks and you
aren't using the same brand

printer as computer, it' is like·
ly that your warranties will be
worthless.
Service/Warranty: Problems can often be simply
because the user doesn't
.know what he's doing or has
set up the system incorrectly.
That's another clause in
many warranties: the system
must be set up by a representative of the store which sold
you the system. Having the
servic~man set up the system
is a nice guarantee and he or
she can likely help you get
started using the system.
Warranties usually last a
year, and under reasonable
conditions, most computers
will never even see a repairman. If you are one of the
unlucky ones, at least make

The price tag isn't the best,
but the buyer is guaranteed
his money's worth. The AT
and T 6300 with 128K and all
the peripherals (including a
built-in modem) costs about
$2,000. The AT and T won't
be state of the art for. very
long (as well as any others
built today), but it will be
useful for many. years to
come.
Texas Instruments: Texas
Instruments is back in
business after a rather
lenghty sabbatical. Seems the
company's teeny models got
folks fingers tied up too
much. They did put together
a high quality product and
analysts are predicting good
things to come.
One model yet to be named
(or numbered) is purported to
be totally IBM compatible
and a good bit cheaper. Look
for it sometime next year.
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New Chancellor m~king
inroads to nowhere
The new Chancellor of the State
University System, Charlie Reed, is a
practical man, but not a realistic one.
In a meeting with student leaders
last week at UCF, Reed spoke on a
variety of subjects. The most notable
of these was tuition. Tuition is a sore
subject around the SUS these days.
Governor Bob Graham wants to increase tuition up to 45 percent .over
the next three years. because he feels
that students need to start paying
"their fair share."
Indeed, tuition in Florida for its
residents is one of the best educational bargains in the nation. But a
degree from a Florida university is
hardly a ticket to fame and fortune.
Especially at the smaller universities
(everybody except University of
Florida and Florida State), it will be
difficult to convince students that a
tuition increase · is warranted.
- Students at these universities already
feel that they are being shortchanged.
Again, however, Reed is practical.
Students in the state of Florida need
to be paying a big-ger portion of their
education. At present, we pay only
about 16 percent of the total cost.
Although Graham has said that 20
percent would -be a reasonable percen-

tage of the cost, his plan would have
us pay almost 25 percent of the total
cost-in a state ranked 4RLh among
the 50 states in taxation.
Both Graham and Heed have told
students that the sLaLt' legislature
would be mon' anwnable to raising
state laxes
benefit education if
students would pay ·'their fair
share.··
Realisticallv, HPed's textbook is a
f<.,w chapters .short. I nsLead of dumping arbitrary t.uit.ion hikes on
l~'l9rida's students and giving nothing
tangible back in rl't urn, perhaps the
· state might do sonwthing for its
students. Why doesn 'L the state give
the students their monev 's worth-or
at least make Lhem feel iikt' it-before
they decide Lo pick studenLs · pocl5.et.s.
BuL then. Chancellor Heed never
talked about making students
amenable-only that w<.' pay our fair
share.
The Knights are still undefeated. If
you still insist on sitting home on the
weekends it's your loss. The Fighting
Knights are on a roll, and win or lose
for the rest of the year, head coach
Gene McDowell, his staff and players
deserve our sincerest congratulations
on a job well done.
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Chicken make·s demise at hateful .hands·
Undefeated ... Can you believe it? The UCF
Knights undefeated!
Now if Gene and company can just get their second half performance up to par (or even close) to
their first half stats, no one will stop them.
McDowell ·m ay make well his promise to put UCF
on the map.
If you haven't attended a game yet, the Knights
run a high powered pass oriented offense that is
supplemented with a good running attack . and
backed up by a defense that storms offensive lines
and eats kickers for lunch. Yeah, I'm trying to tell
you to ge.t out and see the next home game. It will
be worth the trip.
A Sinking Feeling ... Will Howard Phillips Hall
sink into oblivion or ' will it remain in the realm of
man? Your guess is as good as mine, but I know
your not getting me to go into that place.
I have a way to solve the problem once and for
all. I say let's put the football team on the top floor

and let them scrimrpage for an afternoon. If the hall
is still standing when they finish, let the classes
begin. H not, the team will have had a g-0od
workout anyway.
Lambda Chi Kills ... If you were on the press box
side of the stadium at UCF vs. SLU game, then you
probably saw Orvi~le, the marching band's beloved
rubber chicken (also fondly known as "Funky
Chicken'') flying about the stadium.
The. tradition qf tossing Orville around started
within the band and formerly Orville was never
thrown out of the band's area. Friday, however, Orville accidentally got thrown into the stands. For

quite a while .everyone had a good time just tossing
him around.
Unfortunately, Orville disappeared only to be
returned in two pieces. I have it from reliable
sources that some members of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity tore the innocent chicken's head off.
While this may all sound like a joke, I'm really
mad. The fans were enjoying Orville and destroying him was just a damn mean thing to do. Yeah,
Lambda Chi, you guys are real funny. So funny in
fact that I'm giving you the special honor of receiving the first "Future·Jackass of the Week Award."
Congratulations!
Hit the Road ... On Nov. 9 the Knights will be
traveling to Georgia Southern for one of our two
away games. I hear the trip is only five or six hours.
What a chance for a road trip! I say Student
Government should get some busses so UCF can
have a crowd there. Come on guys, we'll even have
our marching band there. How about it?
J

State-supported terrorism requires action
The Soviet Union's record in fueling international terrorism is wellknown. But it i-s not the only na~ion
that does so. Khomeini's Iran and
Khaddifi's Libya are both international outlaws that openly praise. protect, and incite those who commit terrorist acts . Such state-supported-and- - ...,_;;..__ _.....w:.i:.-"--.....:...........~~t1..-.:.:.l!!ll!=:!ii>.J
sponsored terrorism is one of the consl'q uences.
In most cases of st.at<.•-sponsorecl
most dangerous threats to peace in
terrorism, military reprisals, though
the world.
Dealings within and between na- t.empLing. arc' impractical. Bul what
tions depend on order. Diplomats has been most pat.hl•tic ahouL Llw
must be able to travel, and embassies ciYilized world· s responsl' Lo Lerto keep their doors open, without fear rorism is Lhat it has ·made so litLlo ust>
of assassinations and attacks, and of the wide array of choices short of
businessmen must be able to go about military action that is available Lo iL.
their business without being kidnap- Terror{sm is a wav to divide and conped. Terrorism breeds fear: fear quer-buL only if' iLs icLims allow
breeds insularity and suspiciousness: themselves to be dividPd.
and these inevitably will serve to
When terrorists act against one nadrive nations apart. When that hap- tion. othN nuLions should rpspond as
pens, the whole world will suffer the if it is an uttack'on them alL-- hPcause,

in t'ssencP, it is. The first impulse of
ot lwr naLions should noL be r('lief that
t.ht·>· Wt'r<.' not t.he \'ictims but oulrage
t.Jrn t. someone was.
Th~ civilized world must develop a
unified policy for dealing with
LProrism. All nations that. are potential vidims should pool and share
int.t•llig-enc(•-gaLhPring and c:ommui<.:aLions rpsources. Wht•n military
retaliation is appropriall', they must
he prepared to act tog<.'l.her.
Most important.. the·~· must
rpcognize Lhat even nations Lhut. support Lcrrorism depend on Lheir victims. While nf'it.her I ran or Libya
could survive without S<.'lllhg oil. LhP
rpst of thp world could sun·ivl'
wit houL Iranian and Libyan oil. In the
past, economic and diplomatic sanctions and quar:rnLines havP been
justifiably criticized for !wing ineffect ivP. They were ineffective, however,

primarily because too few nations
participated.
Terrorists will not be deterred by
lJ. N. resolutions or expressions of
out.rage by leaders or legislatures.
BuL they may Ill' deterred once they
n•alize that. by using terror they will
spark th(• wrath of all nations that do
noL want Lo exist in a world riven by a
tiny minority who have resorted to
vio.lenc:e in p~rsuit of their objectives.
WP will only eliminatP terrorism if we
chok<> it off by drawing t.hc dark curt uin of internalional condemnation
around its sposnors.
And a<~t.ions will s1wak louder than
words. Unless Llwy an' willing to live
pt•ac:dully in LhP community of nations. W<' cannot allow t.lwm anv of
tlw privik•gps of nwrnlwrshir . ·
/{e/Jrinte(/ hy permission of' N8\1'S
/t /11 /·;JU< 'A SYN I>!( 'A TI-,'.
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South Africa is that it is a "pro-Western" regime.
This is 11ot enough to absolve it of its sins. Friends
like ·this we don't need.
David Ogden
Judy Schinitt
Graduate students

South Africa no friend

Editor:
Recently there appeared in The Central Florida
Future a letter which purported to be an attempt to
raise the level of intelligence of the debate over
South Africa, but which, in fact, was merely a
statement of the stanaard Administration line on
the subject. The important part of the letter began:
··Ii is difficult to defend the apartheid system.
But.....
Even "seen against a panorama of African
politics" the policy of the South African regime
cannot be termed "benign." In the union of South
Africa, a tiny minority is violently repressing a
vast majority of the population. It is as simple as
that. It is a dictatorship. Jesse Jackson has
nothing to do with it.
What is important in this situation is that we,
the world's greatest democracy, are once more supporting a · government that is pa ten tly
undemocratic. What is worse, even from the
perspective of "Realpolitik," is that this govern-

ment is morally bankrupt, politically inept, and
destined to fall. It is only a matter of time.
Ii is in this respect _that the situation is
analago'us to Vietnam. It does not help the climate
of debate to infuse elements of domestic racism.
Regardless of what blacks do to blacks in other
parts of Africa, for whatever political doctrine, it
does not follow that it is better for whites to do the
same thing.
Ethiopia ruled by whites would just as deserving
of condemnation. And, despite his high profile,
· Jesse Jackson is not the only black spokesman in
Americ~, just as Jerry Falwell is not the only white
spokesman in America.
The South African situation is tragic, and it can
only become more so. What should matter to
Americans is that we not squander what little
moral prestig~ we have in the world on such an unworthy sause. The only reason that we support

LJ.Look out Mr. ·Fuller
Editor:
Thanks for the Department of Transportation
representative's name and address. I've already
written him a letter. I suggest that everyone write
him a letter the next time they are sitting in their
car, stalled i!l traffic, with nothing to do.
Lee Lacy
Undisclosed major
Editor's note:
This letter is in reference to last week's editorial
regarding problems on Alafaya Trail. Once again
that· address is, Henry Fuller, Florida DOT, PO
Box 47. D,eland FL .'32721-0047.

JOURNAUSM
IS
A
LONELY
PROFESSION
And -.. joarnallttt onlf
a 1heepish grin when
ahout their penonal relaffomhiPt,
Future ·

wlD
flash
11ked
&ut • If the
hive nothing to hi...
Sure, it's lonelf. Wreslllng in the.,.. hours ol the morning with partl,_iples aM mo!llflen at the ..,._rd ol a heat-up,
g•piwerecl 'VP• lier.
.
.
We'~ not loolcing for a few gOINI wrllln, we're looldng for a lot of them .
Anfone ean apt for the glamour anti mono1o11f ol a "regular" Jolt. Where elle ·ean you flntl the fa11 aM •eltement of
CMrlng the UCF eamp• aM the 11nounding ......._ of CMMo ~- Blthlo?
· The F~ enten ill first eentury .tth 1 frldltlon ol •eellenae IM 1 flair for the off..ltelt.
So don't let apathr aM elaa tehedalel get your goat, the Future ii here an.r waiting for f'MI now. Call .. ltee 27S-260t
ot 275-2865 or anr other num• you feel eomlortahle .tth, anti tal~ to .,. ol our wrlten.
Aller an, loneli'*' ii just 1 lllte of mlM. '*rhe Central Florida future
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WHIPLASH

•

CAN BE DANGEROUS!

•

• Can increase reading speed 2-7 times
according to difficulty of materials.
• Retain and recall more of what you've read.
• New improved Speed Reading course designed for

'''..J fA..

••
•
•
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today's~students,
professionals. a-Hndb usines: ~::.nE:~nlnis or Weekends

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

REAR-END
COLLISION

•

3279
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At McDonald's we specialize in FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
and PART-TIME jobs! Whether you can only work a
couple days .a week or even a couple of hours a
week, we have something for you. Since we are
open from early in the morning to late at night, we
can usually come up with a schedule to fit yours.

spinal examination

..

(usu~I fee for this service: 540.00)

)~

Office Hours

P
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SANFORD
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DENNIS J. D'ERAMO

1

:

o.c.; P.A.

500 E. Hwy. 434, Longwood

I

436

\r

Monday· Friday: Sam · 6 p m l·i
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WINTERPARK, FL

LONGWOOD -CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

!\ ~_cerlmcale~l :~~~ ~lo~~~~ARY SPINAL EXAM

~[

223G WIN"tERWOODS ILVD.

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

TE:::::::::.::=."":::::.!l
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678·8400

WANT A JOB BUT DON'T HAVE ANY
TIME?
COME TO McDONALD'S

p~-~.;:::.;:::,: WELCOMING CERTIFICA

il11

forDttllls

Stanley H. Kaplan Breakthrough in Rapid Reading

500 E. HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD

l

1

ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES

..

IMPORTANT! offer expires Oct. 2, 1985

lHE PAllENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREAlMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO
WllHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

l
11
ii

10413 E. COLONIAL DR.
UNION PARK
~ FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES .
• FREE UNIFORMS
·FREE MEALS WHILE WORKING
• REGULAR RAISES BASED ON PERFORMANCE
• YOU CAN RECEIVE UP TO $50 PER SEMESTER
TOWARDS YOUR COLLEGE BOOKS
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Roommate
wanted.
Two
bedroom, one bath, 3 blocks from
UCF, pool, microwave, 175/mo.
Call Scott 281-1592 leave
message on answering machine.

FURNISHED FOR RENT In big house
on nice lake, great roommates,
near John Young Parkway and lee
road. 5250 per mo, includes util.
ect. Call 299-1299

NEED ANYTHING TYPED . Call Jean
at 628-2¢08 and she will do ii.
Reasonable.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

CONGRATULATIONS to all sororities
and their pledges on a successful
rush. congrats also to our · prospective little sisters. Let's all have
a great vEJ<Jr. Football practice
M-F 3:30, Rec Service Field

Female-with
mother
and
daughter. Private furn room w/ 1/2
dep and all util.-$225 mo plus
$50.00 dep and refer.-10 min E.
UCF 671 -6355

Foxhunt Lanes 2 bdrm, 11 /2 bath,
paddle fans, washer dryer there,
.>creened porch, all appl avail
now Please call collect evngs.
(904) 247-1028

Pl BETA PHI
Welcome new pledges, we're Pl
PHI PROUD of you! congratulations
to all sororities on a fanastic RUSH!
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
MACHINERY

Watch for details on the upcoming ice skating party. applications
for membership are still being accepted. see Mare in CCII 109 for
more information.

Free S20 silver ring first five
becoming salespersons for unique
' important friendship rings and
pendents. Claddagh 6605 mid Pl
Tampa Fl 33617
Top Pay
Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists. Set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. · Call Ms. Berkson at
831-0022.

Pl KAPPA ALPHA

Ladies, cane week starts Mon the
23rd. Steal _your favorite Pike
gentleman's cane and recieve a
date. Pikes, southern gentleman's
night out is Fri. 7pm at K Adams
house in Ocala.

510-360 weekly/up mailing circulars no quotas! _Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Dept. AR-3ceg, Box
830, Woodstock, II. 60098
Flower Girls wanted part time and
full time positions available call
857-9435 for more information
Partime Lt comp work will train Colonial bowling supply ph 677-1999

Christian lady desires female
nonsmoker to share orl 2 bdrm,
21/2 bath twnhouse w/ washer
dryer $200/mth plus 1/2 425-2122
Female rmmate needed to share
house Winter Park. All furn. Rm and
shop lo R. Hobbies creative expression old rm mate getting married. Clean quiet neighborhood.
Looking for same in rmmate ova
now 645-3153
Bedrm avail in extra nice 3 bedrm/
2 bath apt nr UCF-cen ate dish
wshr, wash mach. patio. $147/mon
plus util plus $204 sec dep. Phone
281-8458
One Bedrm avail in extra nice 3
bedrm/2 bath apt nr UCF w/ wash
mach, dish wshr, cen air, 5147/mo
plus util plus S204 sec dep. Phone:
281-8458
Private, furnished room available
in 3-bedroom apartment at great
location across from UCF. $113 per
month plus l /3 utilities. 281-1185

Need a job?
Near UCF with flexible hrs, casual
office enviornment pays 4.75 hr
call Eric 678-8088

Help wanted furniture moving for
always moving and storage - flexib Ie hours contact John- at
678-9865
Students needed to clean homesl
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000 550,000 I yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. R-4628 to find out how.
l;lostess wanted in Real'Estate subdivsion near UCF partime Call
Gary 275-9100

J bdrm 2 bath includes refrig, dish
washer. washer and dryer.
$550 mo plus dep. Avail lmmed.
Call 275-9100

Two bdrm house asking 5300 plus
util one brm eff- $150 pul util location 434 and 17-92 Call (305)
321-3259

P~otect your car. car cover. Wolf
brand. Fits 14-16 foot cars. Light
blue in color, l 00 percent cotton.
Like new. 550.00. Call Ken at
647-3533

Typing in my Orange county home
1O yrs experience Sherry
656-5455
Experienced word processing,
grammar spelling. 678-8959 after
5:30pm w'eekdays, all day
weekends.
We're your type! Our typing is professional, accurate, and the price
is right. 10% student discount, free
report cover, pick-up and
delivery. Creative Communications,
339-6613
Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. l Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-6874.

WORD MASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

THE BEST OF RATES·

Found: The infamous frap band in
the vicinity W of 14 on 436. Band
may be claimed Fri and Sat at
Woogies.

Datsun 210 197~ ac cassette
stereo very good in and out 4door
runs great nice economic car for
$2300 273-5698
Acoustic 50 watt amp brand new
high ldw gain, reverb 5210 Mike
678-6950
78 Chevette, 4 drs, hatchback,
AC., 73000 miles. Mild condition.
New tires, batterie, alternator.
Must Sell immediately, 5800. Call
658-1663 or leave message at
281-6999

Crisis PregAancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
- W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

· Tekwood liv set match · sofa and
chairs w/ coffee tbl 5175.00 ev.
282-9533
New Yashica 124 medium format
camera with tele and wide angle ·
lenses, case and blank waranty
cards 671-4334
1983 Renault Alliance 18i, 4dr, excel. condition, AC, · am/fm stereo,
tilt wheel, cord. interior, low
mileage, 55200 or best offer: Eves
and weekends 657-2153, days
420-5586
Is it true you can buy surplus Jeeps
for 544? Get the facts toc;toy! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142,ext. 689.

Quality Work
FREE TITLE PAGE
and R~PQRT COVER.

678·7037.
Part-time janitorial employment
eve. Mon-Fri 5:30 pm - 9pm-S.W.
area. Call between l Oam and
2pm. 859-8684 above min wageown trans- M or F.

Roommate l mile from UCF Call
Tim 273-0392
Roommate (F or M) needed t.o
share 3 bdrm house in nice subdiv
close to UCF totally furn. Patio, big
yard, pref non-smoker but not
necessary. 200/ mo plus l /2 util.
Small sec dep-can be made in
payments nice pl. Call late eves.
Avail lmmed 281-0436

UCF Martin area. townhouse lg,2 ·
and 3 brm-children and students
welcome-pool and jacqzzi. PH
281-6393

Average Jewish male, age 32. enjoys running, dancing, music, and
having a good time. seeks to
meet non-smoking Jewish woman
ages 20-36 replies to 3107 student drive, number El 8 Orlando
32826

Total Secretarfal Services. Term
papers: resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to .big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 65 7-0 705.
Word Processing and Editing. Prof essional writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professlo.nal typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelllng checker. Pick-up and
delivery.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921
FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
A AIU.E lYPING SERVICE .
Guaranteed 1Q0% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared ,
on word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna ·
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast ~rvlce. All
work done on quqllty printers, not
dot-mcrtdx. Over night and same
day servi~ available.
· CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

•

XJ650 H Yamaha maxim low
mileage, z helmets, sissy bar,
cover must sell! Call 281-1432,
leave message on recorder.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for information.

Amdex . 300A monocrome
monitor like new $85 call_ able
weekend 851-8'847
Apple II plus, basic unit with one
disc drive, RS 232 serial card, CPM
card, RAM card, 64 K. 5600 obo.
Call Craig home 281-8561.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
BIRTH CONTROL

C11£f?:oc
C)@/iuic
•

788·9097
EXPERT lYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

Looking for fun and friendship?
We're the group for you! We're
Wesley, the Methodist fellowship
that's open to all denominations.
Stop by SC208 or Call 275-2468
for more information.

•

(~·J)1lY

e
e

f)-27

•
•

CIMMUNICUllN STUDENTS: C-Day will be a blast . You don·t
want to miss it. All Communication maJors and minors
are invited to Lake Claire on September 27th frorn noon
until430.

•
•

We'll have survival games, food, <Jrinks and run.· 1t1e faculty
will be there. The clubs will be tJ1ere The [entral FlQr.ida
f:J.W.[_e staff w111 be there. Hiis party won't be a tiorno
Best of all it's Free. You're rn1·_:.sion is to let the Comrnunication
Dept. Off ice tF A 534) k.now you're coming rJY 9/i4 and to:

BE THERE!

•
.,,

•

:: .

Knights hold on for 2nd. victory
Lions' 2nd half rally
falls short, 27-21

•

.

by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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S_ophomore quarterback, Dann Slack led the Knight attack against Southeastern Louis1ana through most of the second half.

One quarterback is enough
a

- Editor's Note: Occasionally, throughou..,
the semester, writers of the sports section
11 ill be given an opportunity to present their
view on foothnl! ;,, t Iii . . ':olumn.
Thf' q11<>sr; ·11 nl t lu· w1·1~k is, "Who is UCF's
quar11 ·rl1<1r. "
·u -.;1·1·111~ it~ t IH1ugh we have a mix-up as to
who Llw Knights will rely on this season.
One would think that by now, one quarterback would have proved himself to the
coaching staff.
UCF has two very capable signal callers in
Darin Slack and Tony ·Lanham, both
sophmores.

:::='::):,,

.........

~~~~-....~

~~~~~~~~~~

Todd Lutz .
Does the 2-0 record UCF has compiled r~al
ly tell the story? Not necessarily. 'he
Knights scored well in the first half but only
managed a field goal in the second half. InSEE MIX-UP, PAGE 19

UCF is undefeated after
winning their second game of
the
season
against
Southeastern Louisiana
27-21.
More than 7,000 farts watched the Knights defeat the ·
SLU Lions last Friday in a
damp Orlando Stadium.
After taking a 24-7 lead into the ' locker room, UCF ran
out of gas in the second half.
SL U quarterback John
Gregory threw · touchdown
passes of 36 and two yards to
narrow the lead at 27~21. All
UCF could manage was a
25-yard field goal by kicker
Ed O'Brien in the third
quarter.
An onside kick attempt by
SL U failed, and UCF had control of the ball at midfield
with 4:53 left to play. A Tony
Lanham pass, however, was
deflected at the line and the
Lions intercepted the ball.
Gregory then threw four incompletions and it was UCF's
ball deep in their own territory. After an illegal procedure penalty ·and a sack,
UCF was forced to punt.
With 2:20 remaining in the
game, the Knight's defense
again held SL U, with defensive back Victor Riddle break-

ing up the last two pass attempts.
When asked about his
team's allowing SLU to make
such a comeback, UCF head
coach Gene McDowell smiled
and explained, "There's an
NCAA rule that tells you
when you get a commanding
lead, you let the other team
(the second string) get into
the game. It's a rule you pave
to do that. We're going to
make sure we go by the
rules."
UCF's first two drives of
the game resulted in two first
quarter touchdowns and it appeared as though the Knights
were ready to romp the Lions.
Quarterback Tony Lanham,
who completed 11 of 18
passes for 114 yards, found a
leaping Bernard Ford in double coverage downfield for a
42-yard gain. That set up a
3-yard run by Elgin Davis,
who swept untouched around
the end for the first score of
the game.
UCF's next drive resulted
in a second touchdown. This
time Lanham found Poe
White in the corner of the endzone for a 4-yard touchdown
pass.
The Knights used the dual
quarterback system as was
seen briefly in the Bethune
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 17

UCF women split on NC trip
of 2-1. An Ingrid Lium goal put the
Wolfpack up 1-0 early in the first half.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
UCF forward Laura Dryden
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - r e t a l i a t e d with a goal off a pass frem
The Lady Knights began their 1985 Jean Varas to knot th,e score up at
season by streaking to an overtime . qne apiece.
After a second half that provided
victory and then continuing an old
losing streak.
no scoring for either team, Terry
The Lady Knights started the Schuler helped the Lady Knights to a
season on a winning note Saturday winning start this year when she
night with an overtime victory over scored the ·Lady Knights second goal
N.C. State. However, the losing on a feed from Jo Ellen Murchland.
streak against North Carolina conThe Lady Knights peppered N.C.
tinued as the Tar Heels knocked off State goalie Barbara Wickstrand
with 24· shots on goal, compared to
the Lady Knights on Sunday.
Although they had to go into over- only 4 shots on goal attempted by the
time, the Lady Knights knocked off Wolfpack squad. Kim Wyant had one
the N.C. State Wolfpa~k by the score save and Wickstr-a nd had 13 for N.C.

by Chris Richcreek .

Pigskin
Picks
After a bad first week, last issue
everyone topped .500. Overall
win/loss records for the pickers
are:
Scott Gunnerson 11-4-1
Morgan Phillips 8-7-1
Mike Rhodes 8- 7-1
Don Wittekind 6-9-1

State.
The Wolfpack was ranked 16th in
the latest NCAA soccer poll.
In Chapel Hill, the Lady Knights
ran their lifetirpe record to 0-8 against
UNC by taking a 2-0 defeat. UNC
scored in the first half as Jo Boobas
scored on a pass from Marcia McDermott. The Tar Heels added another
tally in the · second half as Berthe
Hegstad fed Carrie Serwatnyk for the
score.
The statistics heavily f~vored
UNC, as they had 25 shots on goal
compared to to UCF's 6. Wyant had 8
saves compared to 2· for UNC. The
Sl:E LADIES, PAGE 16

MR
· FSU vs. Memphis State
FSU, 42-14
Georgia vs. Clemson Georgia, 14-13
Maryland vs. WVU
Maryland, 27-24
Michgan vs. S.C.
Michigan, 28-12

The women's soccer team was
haunted by past UCF/UNC matches.

ow

MP

SG

FSU, 28-21
Georgia, 21-20
WVU, 17-14
Michigan, 21-7

FSU, 31-20
Clemson, 28-24
WVU, 38-30
Michigan, 24-20

FSU, 31-7
Georgia, 24-14
Maryland, 8-7
·Michigan, 24-1 O

Saints, 10-7
Dolphins, 28-24
Bears, 31-28
Rams, 28-14

Bucs, 27-20
Chiefs, 34-28
Bears, 24-21
Seahawks, 34-24

Bucs, 44-28
Dolphins, 28-14
Vikings, 13-1 O
Seahawks, 21-20

NFL
Bucs vs. Saints
Dolphins vs. Chiefs
Vikings.vs. Bears
Seahawks vs. Rams

Bucs, 17-7
Dolphins, 24-21
Bears, 17 -13
Seahawks, 35-28
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Boca Ra.ton
overcomes
UCF men

•

Stretch your I 28K
Mac to 5 12k I t I
On1y $275 instn11ed
S 175 in kit · fo~m.

•
0

by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Educational Software Solutions
The Knight men's soccer
team suffered their first
defeat of the season against
Boca Raton, 3-1, last Wednesday.
UCF played a tough match
but did not have the mental
aspects of their game
together.
"Things just weren't clicking for us,'' explained assistant coach Bill Baker. "We
played hard but we just seemed to be flat."
Eighteen minutes into the
first half, Boca Raton's
Euclides Degluvia managed
to take advantage of a UCF
defensive
breakdown.
Degluvia scored from two
yards out putting Boca Raton
ahead 1-0.
Late in the first half, Boca
Raton scored their second
goal. Defenders John Hummel and Robert Heileman
tried to break up the Boca
Raton attack but Degluvia
booted the ball from the 12
yard line lifting his team to a
2-0 advantage.
At the end of the first half it
was apparent that the
Knights were not playing up
to thier potential "Boca
Raton didn't earn any of
those goals, they just

•

628-0606 or 896-5796

~--........ Scare off would-be RAPISTS,

ATTACKERS, BURGLARS,
VICIOUS DOGS
with Personal Protection

SOUND ALARM
llold co11c:ealcd irr your lwnrl.

~~ f)i;

Crcafe·s i11fe11se alal'm liem'(l fol'
blocks. Brings help fast. Scal'es
au:ay crooks!

{•') ,re#\
®Su AnACIU:"'

·. . v.F
~/I~\,
~

Men -Women! At slightest threat to
safety, simply touch top of Sound
oaw oocs
Alarm. Instantly create fantastic alarm
\
sound that throws fear into your would·
' ~ascr111 c.1111 be mugger or worse! Piercing alarm is
~\!,\
louder than anything you ever heard.
~~'
Help comes on the run. You are safe
i
even walking on lone!y streets arter
.:.. _... _ dark! Great for boaters, hikers seeking
~ 1k~.i help from far away. Use as signal in
,';,_ G'-M
noisy places or athletic events . Order
WCAU, CHILDRlM your Sound Alarm by mail. Better still,
order more than one for other family
~\"'"'A~-· members . Use handy order coupon.

\

Lori Forber/Central Florida Future

Boca Raton took advantage of Knight mistakes to score a
victory.
capitalized on our mistakes end the Knights had 24 fouls
and lack of concentration," and Boca Raton 10.
The Knights did capitalize
said Baker. By giving the ball
up in their own defensive on one direct kick early in the
third, UCF handed Boca second half. Senior Todd
Raton ample opportunities to Goodman scored the only
goal for UCF 46: 10 into the
score.
·
Fouls also seemed to plague game. Goodman fired the.ball
the Knights. At the half UCF and it glided directly over
had accumulated 12 fouls their defensive wall and into
while Boca Raton had only
half that amount. At game's
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 18

~~<~j~

•

ORDER SOUND ALARM
DIRECT from this ADI

r·····-···--------------------------..
I , sen cl orcler f0
I
I
I
Send m e _ (1peciry number desired) Sound Alum •I S.S.l50 plus
SOc lo cover post•&• and m•iling . I enclose tol~I of ~--·
(Pluse 1end cheek or M. 0. Do not 1end cash 1n m11I.)

.

ITAF ENTERPRISES
I DEPT. A

IBOX 15992

I

I
I

Name

I

Addrm

10RLANDO, fl 32858Clly

.

Slate _ _ Zlp _ _

I

~--------------------------------~

Prices Include:
Washer, Dryer,
R~fridgerator

Dishwasher.

•

..

•

•

Come and experience the woodsy charmo
Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From -Highway 50 then left ·o.n.lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME
.
within walking distance from UCF .

•

•

Affordable prices start in the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100

•
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Bugs, Vans,
Rabbit, Sirocco,
· Diesels, Audi

914's

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
•
•
•
•

Clutch
Brakes
Tune-Up
All Repairs

3951 Forsyth Rd. - 8-31
Winter Park, Florida
Ph. 305-657-1604

.HONDA

Platoon Leaders Class
Guaranteed Pilot Contracts
Guaranteed Lawyer Contracts
~

-~

-c~~
G

~tAA"-'MIS

- "=-t-:;;-

~

r=

rt

-

....

____....

~
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STUDENTS ELIGIBLE: College Freshmen, Sophmores, Juniors,
l st and 2nd year law students (also college seniors applying to
law school)
PRE·COMMISSIONING TR~INING: Two six weeks training sessions during two summer vacations ( 10 weeks, once for
lawers)
TRAINING LOCATION: Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Va.
ON CAMPUS TRAINING: None
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: Must be enrolled in college as a
, full-time student
DATE OF COMMISSIONING: Undergrads commissioned upon
attaining bachelors degree/Law School students commissioned upon completion of training (2nd Lieutenant)
STARTING PAY: 518,300 and up annually upon reporting for.
active duty
Other specialties available:
Intelligence Officer·
Logistics Officer
Engineer Officer
Tank Officer
Communications Officer
Supply Officer
Aviation Supply Officer
Military Police Officer
Aircraft Maintenance Officer
Air Trafflc-Control Officer
Disbursing Officer
Financial Management Officer
Data Systems Automation Officer
Put?lic Affairs Officer

CONTACT:

by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CARS

U.S. MARINE CORPS

c 4-=. ,

McDowell and B~rgman take
over athletic department

or on campus at the

1·800·432·206f Knight's Den Sept. 23-25 10-2 daily

Gene McDowell and Jay B~rgman will take
over the positions of athletic director and
assistant athletic director effective Jan. 1.
McDowell will inherit the reign of Athletic
Director from interim Athletic Director Dr.
Cal Miller, who stepped in for Bill Peterson
when Peterson announced his plans to step
down.
·
This duo will work with each other in a unique way. During football sesison in the fall
Bergman will have full control of the operations. Then, in the spring McDowell will
assume the position while Bergman is busy
. with baseball.
.
McDowell believes the key to success as
athletic director will rely on how organized
his staff will be: After football season is over
he will sit down with his assembly and make
sure '-'everybody is on the same page," as he
puts it.
Organization and procedure have been
Pam Glmson/Central Flmida Future
lacking in the past but qualified people have
Gene McDowell will find him~elf in the posinot. "We're keeping everybody on,"
Bergman stated. "We have some very comp~- tion of athletic director, January 1.
tent people on our staff.''
.
The joh these men face won't be _an easy
McDowell looks at his position as a sort of one, however. The ~thletic department needs
supervisor. What he will do ~s create com- to get the budget under control and establish
mands for his staff. He will let everyone know more visibility for the school. McDowell and
what they are responsible for in an undic- Bergman have their work cut out for them in
tatorial manner. 'Tm not the kind of person 1986. Optimism, ""'nevertheless, is evident in
to tell everyone else what to do," he added.
these men. They have both proven to be hard
Both men are prepared and eager to take working, dedicated and very qualified canover their new positions next year. They also didates for the positions. Bergman
say. that they cannot thank Dr. Cal Miller adds,''We're going to show people we're
sincere and we've got our act together and we
enough for the guida~ce and training they will be successful.''
"I've never been involved in a program
received from him. Miller has been working
side by side with this couple, preparing them that wasn't successful and I don't intend to
be," McDowell said.
f~r the job they will take.

THE BEST PRICES IN ORLANDO ON
ALL BEDDING
..
* -FEATURING ·#
#SEALY ,# THER-A-PEDIC #
• ·INTERNATIONAL BEDDING #
SAVE THE FACTORY OUTLET .
WAY

210 W. MICHIGAN ST.
(JUST EAST OF 1·4
AN'D WEST OF ORANGE
AVENUE)
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ORLANDO, FLORIDA/WHOLESALER

. U.C.F. Rep. Paul Kadanec, 282-9442 or 851-..7100

•

, We are proud to sponsor the
"Threshold Run for the Kids''
September 28th at UCF
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~Vincent

the Vulture reappears

First, an apology. To Lorenzo become The University of Central
Hampton of the Miami Dolphins, I Florida Vultures .
.,. am sorry. I know your name isn't
Now Vincent isn't new to the scene
Alonzo.
here. In fact, he was first introduced
Next, to the guy in Dr. Fedler's as a candidate for the Florida
''The History of Journalism'' class Technological University (that's
~ who was kind enough to announce my what UCF used to be called) mascot
mistake, I hope you some day reach job on Nov. 3~ 1969.
the level of perfection you expect out
Now I sincerely believe that Vin• of others.
cent was just a little ahead of his
Now, on to business. Recently I time. Here is an excerpt from that
have heard a lot about the lack of issue of The Future:
UCF souvenirs in area stores. The
''Reach for the Stars. That is our
problem, my friends, is our mascot.
creed. So, the mascot should be
What does the Knight have to do something that comes close to the
with Florida and/or UCF.? Right, stars.
'' FTU (now UCF) is a virtuous
* nothing at all! Therefore, ·I offer an
school. The bird must not be one that
alternative.
Meet Vincent the Vulture. Yes, I preys on smaller, defenseless
propose we change our mascot and creatures of the sky. The UCF mascot

should be brave but not a killer. It
should be a clean bird..
.. It should also have the colors
representative of the university,
predominately black with a touch of
gold.
''It should be an unusual bird,
because UCF stresses the
individual."
Yes, U1~ vulture is perfect for UCF.
If you 're curious about what happened in 1969, Vince entered the race
as a write-in candidate and won. The
mascot committee, however, called
another vote. Only after Vince was
disqualified did the Knight become
our mascot.
So I say to you, let's put Vincent
the Vulture where he belongs and the
UCF Vultures will fly high.

ALDRICH
·OPTICAL

. ASSISTANT ART DIRECTOR
Responsible for assisting the art director in the production of informatio~al graphics, illustrations, and page
·
design. Salaried position. Call for appointment at 275-2601, ask for Jeff.

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl. 32819

217,2949

MO

EYE EXAMS BY BOARD
CERTIFIED OPHTHALMOLOGIST

...;1NGER ALDRICH
•1 ~ ''~1e r ed Optician
r 1.' IENDLY,
'-'t:RSONALIZED
s t:r<'J!CE

• UCF Faculty and Student
Discounts
• Lenses Duplicated
• Prescriptions Filled
• Large Selection of Frames

CHRISTIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
•

I/ - 3676 ALAFAYA TR.
/tJ ORLANDO, FL 32826

1~.=~:. ':'. ....
Avis featwes GM cars. Buick Century.

HERE FOR ONE REASON ...

A IREE OAF IROM AVIS.~.

Y 0 U' !

. I

with your weekend rental.

THE FACTS ABOUT C.S.F.
CAMPUS HOUSE:
FRIEND$HIP

Here's a great reason to get away for the weekend. Just rent an
Avis car for a 3-day weekend at low SuperValue rates. Pick up
your car anytime from noon on Thursday; you can keep it for
four days, until noon on Monday. And you pay for just 3 days with no charge for mileage.

ACTIVITIES
COUNSELING
TEACHING
SHARING

What's more, when you rent with Avis in Florida, you can save
up to $60 per person on the cost of a 1-day SeaEscape cruise.
Call for complete details. Ask about
®
our low Weekly SuperValue Rates for
longer getaways too. To _reserve your
Avis car call:
AV rs /\'r
ORLAN.DO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

AVIS

8 51·7 600

We try harder. Faster.™

~Save up to $60 on a SeaEscape 1-day cruise

~-

r /

SHIP REGISTRY BAHAMAS.

Available at participating Avis locations In Florida only and subject to change without notice. Cars and particular car groups
subject to avallablli1y. May not be combined with any other discount, promotion or offer. Refueling service charges, taxes,
optional CDW, PAI and PEP are not Included. Renter must meet standard Avis age, driver and credit requirements.
Offer available:

•

9/18 / 85 - 9/ 25 / 85

DINNERS
APPETIZERS
DESSERTS
PAN PIZZA

A Ministry of UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Worshipping al 9191 University BLVD.

© 1985 Avis Rent A Car System. Inc.. Avis*

WE DELIVER

HOURS:
Sun. • Thurs.: lla • llp
Fri. • Sat.: lla • 12a

· P.J.'S FRESH
HAND·
TOSSED PIZZA

Jesus Christ is our focal point.
An Alternative to the usual.
Give us a Tryl
CALL .PAM AT 275·6474

678-5016'

P.J.'s

4088 N. GOLDENROD RD.

UNIVERSITY ·p1zzA
GRAND OPENING
-SPECIAL

15o/o
UCFID.
DISCOUNT
.
,
.WITH

K·MART PLAZA
Next to PllH Theatre

r--------------------,
$1.00 OFF
Any ~izza .
Purchase.
with this
coupon

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

coupon not good with any other offerl

---------------------~

SLICE
COUNTER
SUBS
BEER
WINE
·CALZONE
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Kim Wyant is back from her knee
bruise. She manned the goal for both
games this past weekend.
FROM PAGE 11
- - - - - - - - - - - - This Sunday UCF will be home
6th ranked Tar Heels are 3-0-1 this against Barry University. Playing for
year, while the Lady Knights fell to Barry are returning stars Anna Perez
an.d Alison King. Also on the Barry
1-1 on -the season.
One bright spot was the return to squad is forward Irene Brassil, who
action this weekend of forward Jean formerly played at UCF before
Varas. Varas had been sidelined by a transferring. Returning in the goal
sore ankle. Also, paperwork problems for Barry is Lisa Patton.
Barry Coach Mike Corone said of
relating from the National Sports
Festival had kept her from playing. his team, ''I'm excited about them. I
Saturday, Varas had an ar.s1st and feel we should be ranked- in the
seemed to b~ getting back into form. (NCAA) top twenty."

LADIES

DANBERI

WARNING SIGNS Of STROKE
Dizziness or unsteadiness
Achange in mental abilities
Numbness or weakness in face, arm or leg
&arbled speech or inability to speak
Eye problem - sudden dimness of vision in
one eye or double vision
Recent, severe headaches or change in
pattern of headache
For more information on stroke write
Stroke Council, American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box 42150, St.
Petersburg, FL 33742

,

•

O

American
Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Choosing a long distance
company is a lot like choosing
· a roommate.

It's better to know what they're
like before you move in.
Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
.their special volume piscounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

© 1985 AT&T Communicotions

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance _and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone -can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone~

~AT&T
The right choice.

•

•

•
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\'\ H ITER'S BLOCK CURED
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for catalog of over 16,000 topics, to
- H
.' "llr writing l'fforLs and help you beat
1'. ·1 1·1 · ... Hie wk. For info., tall TOLL-FREE
,·'-. 1 111-f, :._:,-~,7 . ~!) . lJn lllinio~\ call 312-922-0300.)
\ ,1t 1. .. 1.
H1· ~1·arrh. Hm. nOO-N . 407 South
,. ;, ,.1, , ,rtt, Clrirug<i IL n0f>0 5.
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ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM
Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon
Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30

•

1501 South Alafaya Trail
' 275-0841
WELCOME .

To substitute or .not?
by Scott Gunnerson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF head football coach
Gene McDowell has the luxury of two quality quarterbacks to chose from.
First year quarterback
Tony Lanham and second
year quarterback Darin
Slack, both sophomores, are
the twin helmsmen entrusted
with the on-field duties of running the Knights gridiron
squad.
McDowell's strategy whPn
he plays either Lanham or
Slack is clear. Lanham is the
first team quarterback, the
job he won last spring with a
great showing in Black and
Gold game.
Lanham has impressed
McDowell with his fever for
the game. "Tony Lanham
plays the game with real _
gusto,'' McDowell said.
There is one thing that
McDowell would like Lanham
to learn. ''I wish he would

SEE SUBS, PAGE 19

Tim Barto/Central Florida Future

Tony Lanham leads the Knight attack in a recent game
agairist Southeastern Louisiana.

FOOTBALL

•

I

I {,

HOW TO PROPEL YOUR CAREER
IN NUCLEAR PROPULSION TO THE TOR

..

Advancing your career in nuclear
engineering means getting the most
advanced training. And officers in today's
Nuclear Navy get the most sophisticated
training in the world.
As a nuclear propulsion officer
candidate, you can earn $1~000 a month
starting your junior year of college. Plus
you get a $3,000 bonus upon acceptance
and enlistment into the program, and
another $3,000 when you complete
nuclear power training.
After graduation, you receive a year
of gra~uate-level education. And you get
the responsibility, respect, and experience
that can take you to the top of one of

~erica's fastest

growing industries.
And as a Navy officer you get excep:
tional benefits, regular promotions and
pay increases, and a solid salary that can
grow to $44,000 after five years.
To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen,
26Y2 years of age or younger upon commissioning, and working toward a bachelor's
or masters degree. You must also have
completed one year each of calculus and
calculus-based physics with a "B'' average
or better.
Start your career at the top.
Call Navy Management Programs at
(000) 000-0000. There's no obligation.

Lieutenant Jim Wright will be on campus September 25-26.
Contact the Career Placement Center to schedule a personal interview.
For further information call:
1-800-342-7108

11

NAVY OFFICERS GO RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

FROM PAGE 11
Cookman ·game. Darin Slack
stepped in to complete 6 of 14
passes for 86 yards. He connected~ on
a 34-yard
touchdown pass to Mac Lantrip to increase the lead to
21-7 in the .second quarter.
Slack believes switching
quarterbacks keeps the
defense guessing. Lanham
also agreed that switching
was effective, though he feels
it takes away from some of
his momentum in the game.
UCF's last score before
· halftime came on. a 34-yard
field goal by Ed O'Brien.
O'Brien, who was last week's
hero with a 55-yard boot to
win the BCC game, was
greeted by cheering Knight
fans as he trotted out onto the
field. O'Brien has hit all 6 of
his field goal attempts thus
far.
The defense, though,
deserves credit for protecting
the Knights' second victory.
In the second quarter, SLU
had the ball on UCF's 5 yard
line with a first down. SLU
was denied in all four attempts to score. Then, less
than a minute before halftime
it was SLU on UCF's 15 yard
line with a first down. This
time defensive back Greg Atterberry broke up a fourth
down pass to once again stop
the scoring drive.
The Knights' defense broke
up 11 passes and sacked the
quarterback 6 times. Victor
Riddle led with 5 unassisted
tackles and was responsible
for breaking up 4 passes.
With this win, UCF matched the total number of victories the team had last year
with Head Coach Lou Saban
and Interim Coach Jerry
Anderson. McDowell, nevertheless, credits Sa ban for his
recruiting efforts. Many of
the players starting on the
team now came to UCF
because of Saban, and
McDowell is thankful for
that.

S
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half which otherwise would
have put Boca Raton far out
of reach.
FROM PAGE 12
"Dan had a great game,"
said forward Todd Goodman,
the goal.
"If I have to single out one
Soon after the Knights player I'd really have to say it
scored, Boca came down the was Dan who played well."
field on a . counter .attack.
The Knights plan on trainBoca Raton's ;T,J. Benedict ing hard and regrouping durmanaged to get the ball . ing their eleven day break for
around the tjefense and Cor- thier next game on Sept. 22
dia and scored from 18 yards against Chapman College.
out. .
"Although it was a. tough
Cordia displayed constant loss for the team, I really
effort and hustle throughout believe it will put some reality
the entire game. Cordia in our game. We must learn to
brought down two key saves concentrate both mentally
for the Knights in the first and physically.

-

KNIGHTS

jinw 1o 1rnvel

Get hot
tips on

~.~ ";;:.~~.\? "~~c@

crime

WINTER PARK , FL 32792

prevention!

678•0055 •

I

SKI BEECH' MOUNTAIN

DEC. 29-JAN. 2

INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip Transportation
· • Hotel Accomodations at
the Pinnacle Inn Resort .
• Ski Rentals and Ski Lift
Tickets
• Compli'm entary Wine and
Cheese Party
• 5 Days - 4 Nights, 3 Full
Days of Skiing

.11 . / ©~

$248.00

Crime Prevention Coalition
Box6600
Rockville, Md. 20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

I

I

.. ~·
1 - -, -

i

I

*

Instruction
Static Line Program
Tandem Jumping

7

"

' 'I.

* Accelerated Free Fall

CHERYL6
WHATNOT

-,,-

ljJrj;
,-;-

Tired of living with a chair, typewriter
and three glasses that don't match Fill
your apt. with all the luxuries of a
GRADUATE!! I've stocked a store full of
household items on consignment! ANYTHING
you could want or need at a fraction of
the new cost! Srop by and see me!!
THANKS!
Cheryl Swain

*

* ·Best Facilities in Florida

All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
Call or Write for our Brochure

851 E.S.R. 434 • Suite 14.4
PARK SQUARE • ·Longwood, Fl
'

434

For more information, call
~

834·9639
Zephyrhills Parachute Center,

436

..!.

Consignments now
- being taken.

p.a. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813) 788-5591

r ;rk ~quore
11.4

n11IP

TICKET PRICE:
$5.50 in advance
(Student Center main desk)
$6.50at the gate
•

•
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•

•
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~
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l
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Sutle 14Ll
'1vesl of lZ 92 un 434

Come in any time after 10am
PriVate Par.t v. 5pm~9pm

•

• lo/
I

riday, September ·20th

•

E

~Bl

.
J,-·
__ J' ___ l'
Learn to Skydive
·at Sunny l-Hills

·•

Write to:
McGruff"

Limited space so
register early!
Watch for our get
acquainted party
at J.J. WHISPERS
with FREE admission
and complimentary
beer and wine!

.

®

:
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Jones sets new UCF record
by Todd Lutz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

Senior runner Gail Jones
broke the UCF women's cross
country record for fiv.e
kilometers li:!st Saturday in
Jacksonville.
Jones, finishing sixth
overall, broke the record with
a time of 19 minutes, just
over one minute off the winn·
ing time. Jones' record run
was dimmed by the fact that
the girl's squad had only two
runners.
Injuries and previous com·
mitments kept the Lady

Pressure wash with soap, bubble brush & wax
6 bays avail. For cars, trucks, boats & motor homes

•
~

~
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~
E. COLONIAL <t:
•

TO COCOA

Knights from -fielding an
eligible team.
Jones was followed by
teammate Mary Mamott who
. finished in 20:55.
The men's team, finishing
sixth overail in the five mile
course, was led by freshman ·
Matt Palumbo with a time of
27:24, just 1:58 off the winning time.
Palumbo was followed by
teammates Marty Phillips
finishing at 27:37, Herold
Pitts with a time of 28:21, ·
David Knauf finishing at
28:53 and Jesus Del Rosario·
finishing in .29:11.

The Knights only home
meet will be Sept. 28 against
Rollins College at 7 a. m. It
will start and finish on the
west side of the Education
Building/Gymnasium.
Coach Martin would like to
encourage anyone interested
in joining the Knights cross
country team to contact hiJJJ.
at 275-2928 or come by his office, Room 111, in the
Athletic Facility. Martin says
that, the women's team could
really use two or three
dedicated and talented runners to add to the squad.

I •

MIX·UP
FROM PAGE 11

BEITER TASTING
AND BEITER FOR YOU

4J .

Better tasting burgers that are better for you. ·
That's what D'Lites of America is all about.
Whether you choose our 1/4 lb. D 'Lite
Burger, our 1/2 lb. Double D'Lite Burger
or ourjr. D'Lite Burger, you GU) be sure
it_'s made from top quality 100% pure, leap,
fresh, domestic ground beef.
We give you a choice of two better buns
-our special lite white sesame seed or lite
multi-grain buns-both higher in fiber with
25% fewer calories:
Our NEW 1/4 lb. Bacon Cheeseburgers
are served with crisp, lean bacon. Our lite
cheese has only 1/2 the fat. Naturally, we let
you choose your favorite toppings.
Nutritious and delicious! Better tasting
burgers that are better for you - Try one soon
at a location convenient to you.

consistancy may be our downfall.
The Florida Gators may be an appropriate
example for the Knights. They led 28-7 at
halftime. but, after changing quarterbacks,
· were lucky to finish the game with a 28-28 tie.
After reading Saturday's Orlando ·sentinel
sports section, I can see that Tony Lanham
doesn'.t care for the Knights two_ quarterback
offense either. "I don 't like the idea of sub-

situting, but he's the coach", Lanham said
referring to Coach McDowell.
Lanham proved himself in last, spring' s
black and gold scrimmage. The whole football
team, not just the quarterback, needs to
know who is running the show. Confidence
breeds confidence. I think it's time we started
growing some now.
Maybe I'm wrong. I like being 2-0 as well
as anyone. It just strikes me as peculiar to
take a quarterback out when he is playing
well. Maybe if Lanham does poorly, they'll
leave him in.

SUBS

What's Your Sport?
Your Hobby? Interests?

FROM PAGE 17

We may have it in a gold charm, also necklaces
and bracelets made-to measure. Come and see
our display in front of the "Knight's Den" Mall.

learn the hook slide , real
soon." Lanham gained 76
yards against B-CC, but he
lost 62 yards which left him
Mon -· Thur 10:30 am to 3:00_pm (or later)
with only 14 net yards
rushing.
Once Lanham begins to
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i . show fatigue, McDowell inserts Slack in order to rest
Lanham. Slack will be in the
game for two reasons: to rest
Lanham and gain game ex·FROM
peri~nce. McDowell expects
LAKESIDE or WOODSIDE
the Knights will be in a few
more close games in the
APARTMENTS
fourth quarter and wants to
be ready with a fresh first
On ALAFAYA TRAIL
team quarterback.
and NAPIERS CIRCLE

PATRICIA'S

WALK TO SCHOOL

. • 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths
• Washers and Dryers available
• $390.00 - $430.00 Per Month.

MANAGER'S OFFICE 277-4639 CALL NOW

114 1/J. D 'lite 8uf'11er

,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;____ _ _ _ _ _
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Small Business

REDEEM THESE VALUABLE COUPONS
AT IBE FOLi.OWING WCATIONS:

COMPUTER

4050 East Colonial Drive, Orlando
200 East Semoran·Blvd. (at Oxford Road), Casselberry
(east of 17-92)
·
.

PERSONAL COMPUTER
iBM XT COMPATIBLE

.

---~-------------~-~-----

The MOST COMPATIBLE one
on the market
• 256 Kb
• 2 Floppy drives
• Monochrome monitor
• Word processor

SAVE *1.35 SAVE *1.35
'FREE

FREE

114 lb.* D'UTE BURGER™
WHEN YOU BUY
ANY SANDWICH.

1/4 lb.* D'UTE BURGER1M
WHEN YOU BUY
ANY SANDWICH.

Buy ANY D'LITES SANDWICH and
get a 1000/o pure, lean ground beef
114 lb.' DLITE BURGER FREE.. Served
on your choice of lite sesame seed
or lite multi-grain bun.

Buy ANY D'LITES SANDWICH and
get a 1000/o pure, lean ground beef
1/4 lb.' DUTE BURGER FREE. Served
on your choice of lite sesame seed
or lite multi-grain bun.

APPROXIMATE PRE -COOKEOWEICiHT CHEESE
lOMATO ANO TAX EXTRA PRESENT COUPON WHEN
ORDERING ONE COUPON PEA CUSTOMER
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

'APPROXIMATE PRE·COOKED WEIGHT CHEESE .
lOMATO. AND TAX EXTRA PRESENT COUPON WHEN
ORDERING ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

IVAUD THROUGH

1

• $1395.00

657-0988
LAKE HOWELL PLAZA
5411 L. Howell Rd.
Winter Pk. FL 32972

VALID THROUGH

! ' ' 1~· ' 1JI ' 1t! :

- rues~ 19ss ruesd~19ss
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itann~w SERVICES
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I . rlowe!: Rd Cl 'ld Howell Branch Rd.)

FLOPPY
SSDD 59.95
DISKS
DSDD Sl0.95
K10
0F·_
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Lanham' s fourth quarter
fumble that helped B-CC back
into the ballgame was attributed to his fatigue. "Sla'ck
should have played more in
the second half,'' McDowell
said. McDowell feels that the
heat present at gametime is
more than one quarterback
should stand .
Against Bethune-Cookman
College Lanham .passed for
115
yards
and
two
touchdowns, completing 11
out of 28 passes. Slack com·
pleted three of eight passes
for 63 yards and one 35-yard
touchdown. In addition to
giving Lanham a break, Slack
is preparing himself for the
time when Lanham is struck
by injury which will press
Slack into the starting job.
At -Florida State University ,
head coach Bobby Bowden
uses the hot or cold theory
(the quarterback that is hot
on game day is the quarterback who plays). McDowell,
though, cites that the nights
cool off much quicker in
Tallahassee than in Orlando.
McDowell's substition
theory is true for the entire
team. He used 65 players in
the B-CC game. By not allowing his players to become
worn-out, McDowell will have l~ 1
a fresh player with experience
ready to play at any time.
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1985 ·UCF Football Schedule
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Oc~. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26

Nov. 2
· NOV. 9

Nov. 16

Nov.23
Nov. 30
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Sc~thwcs~ 1renr:~s Sk:te in Or~ando S ~ad:um
\:·~;,._ ..: ~D~· j: !{enfucfry !n O~cando Siad~um

;· • · ->.·: ~ n :f c. ·.· ~ , :.r'.

in Or~a~do SkJdk~m
S~ephen F. At~s~~n Homecoc;iang
At Universii·y of Lc!.l:~.:v~!~e in Lou1svi!l2
(2:CO p.m. EST)
.
At Georgia Sou~ horn in Statc~Goro
( 1:30 p.rn. EST)
~
Open Dote
Savcmnah Sh:~~c an Orlando· Stcdicm
Sor;iford in Orlam~o Stadium
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;.\LL HOME GA!\'1F.S IN BOLDFACE
ALL HOME GAMES BEGIN AT 7:0() P.M.
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officer on the murder scene
lawn" the area, usually by
rvµing it off. When the investigators
arrive, patrol officers report to them
all information that has been
gathered. The officers turn over their
notes to the homocide investigators
as well as any statements given by
witnesses.
Next, the support technicians start
their work. These men arid women
search for evidence. The medical examiner starts looking for a cause of
death.
The evidence technicians begin to
gather physical from the scene. With
the many different techniques availhle to them, they may be at the scene
for several days. Checking and
rechecking areas with a battery of
tests designed to locate the smallest
shred of evidence.
Investigators look for finger prints
hut science and technology have
opened many new doors. Now investigators can analyze any matter in
t.he .vicinity. such as blood sample8.
hair and fibers from cloLhes. In Atlanta. childkillPr Wavne Williams was
rnnvirtC'd of murder ba8ed solev on
the presenc<> of fibers from a sw~ater
lw was wearing. Some of the8e very
sanw fibers werP alf'o found on one of
his victims.
But homodd<.> inwstigators g«->t
li<.>lp from the nwdical Pxaminer.
Sonwlinws lw nrn point Uw in\'C.1stigators in the.' righl direction by
clel.('rmining the caus(• of death. The
·

. 11111 ..,

medical examiner gives his opinion on
t.he cause of the . death and
photograghs the body·to preserve the
accuracy of the scene. After this the
body is taken to the morgue.
'l'he m-edical examiner is crucial to
the homocide investigator. He often
darifies borderline cases, but if the
nwdical examiner can not prove the
cause of death and the investigator
rnn not prove homocide, there can be
no investigation, accordj ng to
S<>rgeant Richard Dupuis.
"We just had a situation, .. said
Dupuis. "where a woman was admitt<.'d to the hospital with injuries that
were not conducive to the statements
l hat wPre given by witnesses. We fel L
slw had been beaten, but the
wit.1wssE.'S said she had fallen. She
dit•d a month later and the medical exumi1rnt.ion showed, thal in all prolwhilit\' that she had been beaten.
But. th.Pre was a chance alsc; that she
did fall. so W(' did not have a case ...

On the other hand, sometimes the
medical examiner tells the investigators tha i they have a
homocide when they may feel otherwi~e. One incident that occurred
recently involved a drug overdose.
Dupuis explained that t.he investigators and the medical examiner
ruled the case a drug overdose and
closed the books on the case. A lead
was given that reopened the in\'estigaLion. It was discovered that
the drug user was given a "hot shot"
while on one of his trips. When the
call came in claiming the user was indeed murdered, the investigators
went to the medical examiner who
said that, such an incident was possihl(>. With this support the in\'estigators made an arrest.
Typically, Dupuis is last to arrive
on a murder scene. Dupuis is a
16-yt:'ar veteran of Orlando's
11 ornocide unit. \.\hen he arrives, he
m·ersees LhP process which frees the
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investigators to begin gathering
statements from witnesses.
During the autopsy an investigator
is there in order to share information
with the medical examiner. The two
work closely together postulating
theories about the death. This also
enables the investigator to get the examination report immediately. A
homocide investjgator must be able
to handle looking at some gruesome
scenes and he or she cannot be afraid
to see a mutilated body.
Not just anyone can be a homocide
investigator. First, an officer must
spend two to three years in the patrol
force. Then he or she can apply for a
position with the Criminal Investigations Unit of the Orlando Police
Deparatment.
Then, for six months the applicant
is judged .as he learns the system of
paperwork · and techniques that
homocide investigators use to solve
crimes. If he has a basic knowledge
and understanding of what he is doing and if the appl1cant proves to
have the tenacity to stay with a case
he will be sent to school to learn the
latest techniques as well as the
basics.
The ability to maintain an interest
with a case is the crucial factor of
whether the applicant gets the job or
not.
Many cases can last for months and
even years. There are 15 open
homocide cases in the city of Orlando.
One even dates back to 1971. There
are three ongoing homocide investigations out of twenty-one murders so
far in 1985.
In the first stages of an homocide
investigation, as many investigators
as needed are placed on the case. This
helps to ensure that no detail will be
overlooked.
Everday the homomcide unit meets
and discusses what new leads have
come in that may help solve a case.
On a weekly basis the units of the
Criminal Investigations section
assemble to also share leads.
Within the the Criminal Investigations section the~e are four specialty
units including Robberies, Sex
Crimes, and Homocide/Assault. Each
person in each unit is cross trained in
the other units.
If a series of robberies have taken
place the ,Robberies Unit investigates, but once a · homocide occurs due to a rnbbery both units are
assigned with the homocide investigation taking precedent. Both
units share all leads. Often times the
collaboration works best because one
investigator has connections that
another does not.
"We have to give the victim our
~Jest effort,,. said Dupuis, "because
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Albums
BY

TANIA DICKSON

cian with a riviting style.
Sacred Heart is the newest
Unfortunatly, two of the
album by Dio. It contains as
songs, "Rock n Roll" and
powerful a metal sound as
"Hungry for Heaven" have a
Dio's two previous efforts.
commercial sound that is
Dio consists of former
slightly disappointing. Dio is
Black Sabbath and Elf
a talented .band that does not
vocalist Ronnie James Dio,
need to descend to pop levels
guitarest Vivian Cambell,
to sell albums. The synbassist Jimmy Bain, and
·thesizers in the songs are undrummer Vinny Appice.
and
n e c es s a r y
Though an American Band,
distracting.'' Hungry for
Dio has more of a British song after song.
Heaven" is rather a mellow
heavy metal. Sacred Heart is
Such tunes as .. Just tune compared to ''Mystery''
a good, upbeat album that Another Day," "Fallen which even Ronnie James Dio
metal fans can·appreciate.
Angels," and "Another Lie" admitted was not his best.
The album has an explosive have intense guitars and
However, the rest of the
opening with "King of Rock n Neanderthal drums. Aspiring album is a worthwhile work
Roll," a live cut with powerful guitarists could learn from that has makes the album
vocals and electrifying guitar- Cambell, a relative newcomer worth the money. ·
work. Ronnie James Dio has a from Ireland. His talent can
Ronnie James Dio produced
classic heavy metal voice that be compared to Deep Purple's the album and it furthers his
at times could wake up the Ric!iie Blackmore and Iron unique style of heavy metal.
dead. Each song on the album .Maiden's Dave fyturray. Vin- For the real fans, Dio is now
is distinctive and fresh-- nie Appice, Black ·Sabbath's. on their Sacred Hearts tour
unlike some other heavy former drummer, is an and will be at Lakeland on
metal albums that drone on energetic and powerful musi- Oct. 4.

New Scritti Politti video out
BY JAYNE FRYE

An Almost Perfect Way. At this late date
footage of a band in the recording studio
should never be used in a video! Any video
containing such footage invites ridicule.
This time, I'll make an exception.
For one thing, Scritti Politti's "Perfect
Way" is composed of more than shots of the
band in the studio.
The clip is dominated by arty, grainy random images. Sometimes purely abstract,
sometimes of models with images inspired by
the early 60s. The shots flow along with the
song. I found them similar to parts of the
Smiths' "How Soon Is Now," a video
directed by the same people.
Liberally sprinkled among these images is
studio footage of vocalist Green, drummer
Fred Maher and keyboardist Dave Garn.son. I
would normally find such shots offensive and
Q.isruptive, but here they are well integrated
and rather pleasing.
All this accompanies a scrumptious confection of a dance song, topped off by Green's
high, whispery croon, the result of singing
from the front of the throat instead of from
the back. Sound and vision make a wonderful
combination.
Bright And Snappy. Take two ex-members
of the "peppy SADE with lame male vocals"
Blue Rondo A La Turk, Danny White and
Mark Reilly. Combine with Polish singer
Basia, who once sang in a Polish equivalent
of the Osmonds. Shake well.
What you get, suprisingly, is the bright
snappy trio Matt Bianco.
The video for their third single, "Who's
Side Are You On?," finds Basia in a swank
restaurant where the male band members are
providing pian:o bar type entertainment. Din~
ing alone, reading a book called Our Agent In
Rome, she gets caught up in the plot and we
see her dreams become real.
The restaurant's other patrons produce
hilarious James· Bond type gadgets. Later,
she becomes paranoid and begins accosting
the other diners, asking them the question in
the song title.
In the end, she finishes her book and calmly
walks out, her 'fantasies' seemingly left
behind. The last shot we see is of a man in the
lobby opening a copy of Pravda.
New Video Department: Look for new
videos from these obscure groups trying to
f~d some degree of success through TV, the
flickering blue parent: Sawyer Brown, Saxxon, Icon, J aki Graham and Mel

·Video

no.one else cares except the. family. And sometimes not even
the family cares.''
When the leads begin to diminish, however, the number of
personnel will also decrease. After a two or three week
period, Dupuis meets with his boss, Lt. Don Glass. They
discuss the direction in which case is going. They decide based on the amount of information coming in and the amount
of officers able to gain new leads, whether or not a case will
be ''shelved.''
Once on the shelf, the case is not forgotten. It is assigned
to one investigator who will learn every detail of the incident and all the statements collected.
The "shelf" is located in the conference room where each
open case in its folder; is constantly visible to the investigator reminding him Lhat somewhere a murderer is
running free.
.
"We have an investigator assigned to a case dating back
to 1971 and he was not even here at the time of the incident.
Yet he is expected to be able to speak on that case and react
if any leads come in.''
.
Obtaining information can sometimes be difficult,
especially when the community does not wish to cooperate.
"The community is tolerant of certain crizyies," said
'
Dupuis.
People tend to cover for the victimless crimes, but fortunately for Dupuis and his unit, homocide and crimes that
deal with children are not tolerated by the community. ~
Victimless crimes include gambling, prostitution, and
buying and selling of drugs. No longer, however, can prostitution and drugs be considered victimless when the
number of homocides related to these two crimes are grqwing by leaps and bounds.
In 1984, 19 homocides occurred in Orlando. Ten of those
were drug related.
Dupuis said the reason drug related homocides are so high
is because dealing in drugs offers great financial gain quickly. There are many motives related to a drug related
h~mocide which makes for a difficult investigation. Along
with drug addicts, prostitutes, transients and even ·
homosexuals
do business with total strangers. .

will

So far this year 21 homocides have occurred in Orlando.
Of these only two are unsolved. One of the victims was a
drug dealer the other a drug using prostitute.
Given these motives, one can see where even a small lead
about a drug dealer may possibly lead to larger information
for the police.

McDaniel.Sawyer Brown plays some sort of
country-rock mixture, while Icon and Saxxon
lean toward heavy metal. J aki Graham is a
soul singer and Mel McDaniel croons country
tunes rather nasaly.
With the "drug world" being the "tight-mouthed"
MTV's Video Awards What a farce! First a
organization that it is, leads are difficult to obtain, Dupuios
word about the announcers they weren't
explained. This is one of the more difficult aspects of
amusing, funny, or even entertaining. MTV
homocide investigations.
needs some new blood. Out with J.J. Jackson
Considering the fact that all investigation have their own
and Nina Blackwood. Martha Quinn, Alan
difficulty, there is, however, one other type of homocide that
Hunter arid Mark Goodman can stay.
often proves hardest and that is when the body is not
Did anyone notice how all the ''safe acts''
won the awards. Everybody knew that Spr- · discovered within a short period of time.
ingsteen, Henley, Turner would win. Record
Orlando has a good recovery rating which means that the
sales should not be the factor in deciding who
body is usually discovered within a few hours after death. If
wins. Yet almost every video that won was a
the body is not discovered for some time decomposition
megahit on the sales charts. This is not to say
begins, creating indentification problems. Again the
that the artists who did win were not deservmedical examiner begins to take an active role by trying to
ing of the honor but there are some great
determine the id~ntity so the investigators can inform the
videos out there that MTV does not have the
relatives and begin their investigative process.
guts to show. Case in point the X-rated version of David Bowie's "China Girl." The best
part of the awards was Michael Jackson--he
wasn't in it. As long as we on on the subject
of Michael Jackson how come that sacrosanct
wimp has hot put out album recently.?
Jayne Tells You What ,You Like: ABC,
"Be Near Me," .Howard Jones, "Life In One
Day," Scritti Politti, "Perfect Way," Propaganda, "Duel," John Fogerty "V~nz Can't
Danz" Cabaret Voltaire, "Kino." ·
Park Ave. Club Plays Th~ Best Video's: Park
Ave. Club on Monday and Wednesday night
plays the best in new video music. You can
always tell they play geod stuff because you
never hear the songs on the radio. Violent
Femmes, Oingo Boingo, and The Smiths are
just a few of the bands you'll see and hear at
Sp.it. Normally I don't give anyone or
anything a free plug, but this time it is a worthy cause. On a related subject the people
Richard Trul'tt
who go to spit are quite conservatively dressEditor
ed compared to the way they used to be.
Jeff
Glick
Cheri Milewski
Nowadays, people dress like they are going to
Art
Dir<'dor
Production
Manag('r
the beach. You wouldn't belei\le how stupid
guys look all ~ecked out in baggy shorts and
sleevless t-shirts. Three years ago, leather
C,s111fl'fli . is p11hli.~l1<'d Ii~ Tlw C,.,1tra/ Fl(}rida F11111,.,., ,t11d1·111
jackets, garbage bags, chains, clothes from
nrw,pap<·r of tlw l 'ni\(•rsit\ or Cc·ntral Florida . St'lld all rq>li1·s to:
the '50s, Rayban s.u nglasses and Nazi
Cm1fl'lti/Tlw Cl'ltlra/ fturida f11/t11'1'. P.O . Box 2SOOO . l '11i\f •rsih
helmets was the standard attire. Ah for the
or Cc·nt ral Florida. Orla11do. Florida 3 281 fi .
.
good old days!
·
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DISCOUNT

TICKETS .

•

Movie Tickets $2.75
•
•

..

-Gene·r al Cinema
-East'ern Federal
-Plitt

Walt Disney Worl). .
-Adult $18.50
. -Children $16.00

Wet 'n Wild $8.-50 Chruch St. Station $3.75

•

-Oktoberfest $3.00

•
•

•
•

Busch Gardens 13.00

Sea World · $12.00

Celebrity Dinner Theatre Once Upon A Stage $17.00

. $15.50·
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Jackson buys Beatles tunes
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Now Only $8.95!
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Beed Help Passing
The CLAST?

' BY PAT VERNON

Down On The Farm: Forty musical acts including X, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers, Joni Mitchell, The Charlie
Daniels Band and The Beach Boys will be
performing at Live Farm Aid on Sept. 22.
. The 12 hour event will be broadcast live via
the Nashville Network from the University of
Illinoi~ Memorial Stadium.
Willii· l\felson, Neil Young, John Cougar,
John Conlee and Gov. Jim Thompson of Illinois met last week in Champaign with
farmers from 14 states to hear their pro·
posals on how the money collected by the concert should be distributed.
All 78,000 seats were sold in two and a half
days generating $1.3 million while donations
are still being collected through a toll free
line, 1-800-FARM-AID.
Nelson guarantees that all funds collected
will be given to American farmers. Arrangements are being made to have the event
simulcast on several network multi-format
stations.
Zappa Tell's 'Em Like It Is: "The whole
thing was generated by a group of bored
Washington houswives, ·· said Frank Zappa,
who will appear as a witness before the
Senate committee hearing Sept. 19 which
concerns the censorship of rock-n-roll lyrics.
Zappa feels that the Parents Music Resource
Center (PMRC) is attempting to inhibit the
constitutional right of freedom of speech
which he cites as the main issue at stake. Go
get 'em Frankie.
Jackson Dethroned: Kool and the Gang
broke Michael Jackson's record for amassing
the most Number one black: hits so far in the
80's. "Cherish" hit number one last week
making it the fifth number one hit this in five
years. Bruce. Springsteen is close to breaking
·a nother Jackson record with his LP Born in
the USA. The album has been in the top ten
for 66 weeks, 12 weeks shy of Thriller for the

Entertainment
longest running LP in the top ten. But
Michael has other things to be concerned
about like buying up the British publishing
company ATV Music. The deal included the
copyrights for over 40,000 songs along with
rights to 251 Lennon/Mc Cartney compostions. These are the same Beatles songs that
Paul McCartney has been trying to buy back
all this time but his offers just haven't been
big enough.
· "Dancin' in the Streets" entered the
British charts last week at Number 1. This is
the very first time that either Bowie or Jagger has had a single that debuted at the top
spot on Britain's charts.
Belushi Video On the Way: Warner Home
Video will release The Best of John Belushi.
which ·will contain some of Belushi's best
scenes from Saturday Night Live. The video
cassette will feature such famous sketches as
the Bees, Blues Brothers, a Liz Taylor impression and Samurai Delicatessen. The
cassette will go on sale in November · for
$24.98.
About 9,000 crowded into the 0 Connell
Center in Gainesville to see Neil Young Monday night. He Played some old classics like
"Old Man, .. "Heart of Gold," and "Powderfinger," along · with some of his newer
material. Young. and his new band, The International Harvesters really jammed. The
band features a fiddle player who exemplifies
Young's obsession with country music. On
"Down By The River" Young cranked for
about 20 minutes. He got into it so much at
one point hi s hat flew off. Springsteen ·s
\l ia1rn -.1111\\-. w1·n · g nnrl. hl1t only lukewarm
1·11111par1 ·d
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Getting Ready For The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics
Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college
bookstore.

H & H Publishing Co., Inc.
2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater, Florida 33575 (813) 442-n60

CAREERS IN TRAVEL
I

EVEN I NG f>RoGRN.1.

I

I

..ENnl.. TODAY ..

rExT U.Ass:

~

24

DIPL..CM4 frrnSE, LEARN RESERVATIOOS,
TICKETING, AIRLitES,

ltrras, CARS, RAIL

CRu1SEs, CcwulER,

AND

Tcms

Phone:
365-9959

lfRAVELACADEMV

(305) 660-2255

?600 Maitland .Center Parkway Suite 100. Ma111ano . F1or1cla 32751

Put your degree '

NEW & USED SELL-WE BUY-WE TRADE-WE ACCEPT CONSIGNMENTS

We Have Good Used Furniture At Bargain Prices
Appliances, Couches, Dinettes, Beds, Typewriters, Desks

----WEEKEND FLEA MARKETS---•
Why not have your yardsale with us ? It's FREE!

OPEN 7 Days a week from 9am · 6pm Owner: ROY MUNNS

•

.
Your first job after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you
an experience that lasts a·lifetime.

In Science or Engineering, Education, Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing countries around the world are
bringing help where it's needed.

Attend our General Information Session on Sept. 23rd, 6-8 pm at the Administration Bldg, Students Affairs
Conference Rm, Suite 282. And on
Sept. 24th, 9am-4pm, Recruiters will
be at the patio of the Student Union.

3651 Alafaya Trail (1 mile N. of UCF near Palm Valley)

--------~------,

Beat The Heat
Tan Without The Sun

FREE TANNING
SESSION
w/ this

~\TAN~i:~G SALON~
Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems

coupon

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Meeting FDA and UL Requirements

Expires Sept. 30

----------------,
5 Sessions

TOWEJI PLACE
103 7 6 E. Colonial, Suite .113

$19.95

East of E.W . Expwy.- & W. OF ALAFA YA

282-6042
MON.~FRI.:

9A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A.M.-S P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY

•

to work

Working together with people in a different
culture is something you'll never forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from.

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

•
•
•
•

•
~

)11u 11g

Alafaya Furniture

/~!':,s~(t>~,

.

f:\}\R£MffiRFREE ~

· Does Your Apartment Need Furniture?
Phone:
365-9959

•

[ffi

With This Coupon

..-----------------

~-----------~ii-----~----------~----~------

Expires Sept. 30

•

